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Abstract
Clustered protocadherins (Pcdhs) are a family of 60 adhesion-like molecules forming a
neural barcode. In vertebrate neurons, 60 Pcdhs are coded by a large gene cluster. Numerous
axons in the cluster are coding for the different extracellular, transmembrane, variable portion of
the cytoplasmic and constant cytoplasmic domains where their expression is controlled
epigenetically. These proteins mediate interactions between axons, dendrites, and glial cells
during neural development. Yet, Pcdhs are not strictly adhesion molecules. In the amacrine cells
of the retina, Pcdhs promote avoidance of the same cell dendrites, where in the cortex Pcdhs
promote interactions between dendrites and astrocytes.
Synaptogenesis is regulated by the cadherins, the superfamily of cell adhesion molecules,
which are critical for during neogenesis. It is possible, however, that Pcdhs play other roles during
development. The expression of Pcdhs in neurons is determined by epigenetic regulation of the
gene cluster. Individual neuron expresses a distinct repertoire of Pcdhs. This unique Pcdh
expression in each neuron is thought to provide a “barcode” for self-identity. Specific expression
may contribute to the multiple roles of Pcdh observed in development, such as self-avoidance
and synaptogenesis. The molecular mechanism of Pcdh self-avoidance and synaptogenesis
remains unclear. It was observed that Pcdhs are unusually abundant in late endosomes,
suggesting a specific trafficking mechanism that is likely to be related to the function of these
molecules in development. Our model proposes that the homophilic interaction of Pcdhs on
adjacent neural membranes may promote molecular modifications that induce endocytosis,
initiating self-avoidance, and preventing synaptogenesis.
In the current study, we propose that part of the mechanism of self-avoidance may involve
endocytosis and removal of the adhesive complex from the surface. Ubiquitination is a known
factor in endocytosis. A covalent transfer of ubiquitin protein to lysine residues of the target
proteins have been implicated in the mechanism of endocytosis and it has been observed as a
sorting signal of proteins at endosomes, targeting proteins to multiple vesicular bodies (MVB). In
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previous studies it was shown that Pcdh intracellular trafficking depends on the variable portion
of the cytoplasmic domain (VCD). In this study it was found that Pcdh utilizes endosomal
trafficking via the VCD which is ubiquitinated and affected by a potential phosphorylation site to
control surface expression in HEK cells. This ubiquitination was not lysine dependent but rather
serine and threonine dependent. Further mapping indicated that ubiquitination of a serine at
position 754 and threonine at position 756 in Pcdh-gA3 may be controlled by phosphorylation of
serines (Ser) at positions 759 and 762. Both sites are highly conserved throughout the Pcdh-gA
subfamily. Endogenously expressed Pcdh-gA3 in a stable HEK 293 cell line revealed that
phosphorylation is a time dependent process. In Neuro-2A cells, ubiquitination deficient Pcdh-gA3
causes extensive surface expression. In cultured neurons, Pcdh-gA3 accumulates on the hair like
structures or bridges among and between dendrites connection. These results suggest that
ubiquitination and endocytosis of Pcdh-gAs may be a factor in the mechanism of self-avoidance
in dendrites. Determining the molecular mechanism that controls Pcdh trafficking will help us
understand how neurons interact with each other in development and may shed light on the nature
of neuropsychiatric diseases, such as autism spectrum disorders.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
1.1 Autism
In recent years, neurobiology has attracted research from different fields, such as
computer science, robotics, structural biology, and psychology, with a big question to address:
how does a brain function? The human brain is one of the most complex biological structures, if
not the most complex. This complexity can in a large part be attributed to the vast number of
neurons and the way they interact. There is no explicit way to explain how billions of neurons
arrange themselves between trillions of synapses in the brain in such a way as to produce
awareness, which is the highest level of thinking and intelligence that other mammals lack
significantly. Due to the sheer complexity of the human brain, many different disorders and
abnormalities exist, and have been documented, but only a small number of them have been
thoroughly studied and understood.
Brain disorders can be classified as two broad groups: those which develop as we get
older and those which are the result of abnormal development. Autism, or Autism Spectrum
Disorder (ASD), is a developmental brain disorder that affects not only the individual's ability to
communicate, but also their behavior and ability to understand social situations.1,2 ASD is
characterized by a wide range of varying symptoms, from some individuals who are gifted and
others who are severely challenged, since this is a spectrum disorder1. There is an overwhelming
consensus among researchers that autism is the result of abnormal brain development. For
instance, brain imaging studies have shown that there is a difference in amount of white matter in
the cortex and abnormal connections between the frontal and temporal lobes, as well as the
amygdala.2 It is those brain structures that are important for the development of social skills,
communication, and motor skills. ASD is the result of abnormal development of neuronal-cortical
arrangements that cause deficits in the input and output of sensory information in the nervous
system; the symptoms, ranging from irregular synaptic and dendritic organization to impaired
connectivity and brain structural alteration.3
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1.2 Epigenetics’ role on neuropathologies
Epigenetic expression of genes is a critical mechanism in biodiversity and of increasing
interest in the field of neuroscience as the regulation or dysregulation of epigenetic profiles
throughout a person’s life due to factors such as age, diet, exercise, stress, and substance use
has now been linked to neuropathies and neurodegenerative diseases, including Alzheimer’s
Disease and Autism4,5. Epigenetics is the modification of gene expression without changing the
actual sequence of a genetic code6. This differential gene expression includes DNA methylation,
histone modifications, and altered expression of non-coding RNA7.DNA methylation is frequently
considered to be the most widely studied of the epigenetic mechanisms and occurs when a methyl
group is added to a DNA molecule8. This methylation can be associated with activation or
repression of gene expression depending on which residues are targeted but is most commonly
associated with the repression of gene expression when added to a promoter8. Histone
modifications include the activities of epigenetic regulators known as histone acetyltransferases,
histone deacetylases, and chromatin remodelers, which are critical to the recruitment patterns of
subsequent transcription factors or activators/coactivators to gene regulatory regions 9. Fluid
epigenetic events, such as DNA hypomethylation or histone hyperacetylation, have been
observed as key triggers for increased transcriptional activity of genes, whereas opposite events,
such as DNA hypermethylation or histone hypoacetylation, can yield a decrease in transcriptional
activity, which in turn can mediate cellular responses and neuronal activities10. Dynamic
epigenetic marks can thus lead to a series of various epigenetic isoforms, the study of which has
become a target of therapeutic/diagnostic potential in various diseases11 and appears to play a
major role in Pcdh gene cluster expression as described in the next section.

2

1.3 Protocadherin gene cluster as susceptibility markers for autism
Understanding the full scope of the wiring of neuronal tracts will help scientists to reveal
the mechanism of many brain developmental disorders. It was found that DNA methylation may
play a role in some forms of ASD. Specifically, DNA methylation at ASD differentially methylated
regions12 might be linked to transcriptional dysregulation. Transcription factors like CTCF13,14
showed sensitivity to the methylated enhancers and promotors in synaptic pathways.

13

During

mouse brain development, CTCF is highly expressed and essential for the epigenetic expression
of the clustered Protocadherin (Pcdh) gene cluster.15 The Pcdh family includes approximately 58
distinctive cell adhesion molecule isoforms that are coded by 3 tandem clusters of genes (14 in
a, and 22 isoforms in b, and g). CTCF deficient mice express 53 of those Pcdh isoforms at a
significantly lower level

15

(check). Moreover, each CTCF deficient neuron showed abnormal

dendritic arborization and defects in spine density.15 Fourteen Pcdh-a isoforms from 3211
individuals have been examined for single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP) and it has been found
that five SNPs have a strong association with autism.16
1.4 Cell adhesion in neural development
Neural development is a highly complex process. The complexity arises not only from the
1011 billions of neurons that must arrange in a particular manner, but also how well differentiation
of the neural cells, cellular migration, axon guidance, development, and maturity of the synapses
are coordinated.17

18

All these events are united by one common process, which is cell-to-cell

interaction. These interactions between neurons or other cell types are governed by different
groups of cell adhesion molecules. An example of important cell adhesion molecules is the
cadherins superfamily (Fig. 1.119). These are calcium dependent homophilic cell-to-cell adhesion
molecules with ~110 amino acid multiple repeats in their extracellular domain. Each extracellular
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repeat is composed of b-sheets in a similar fold as an immunoglobulin domain. Classical
cadherins mediates their adhesion via distal EC1 domain.19
Originally discovered by Takeichi

20

, the cadherin family includes only a small group of

molecules, referred to as classical cadherins. Eventually, the cadherins superfamily expanded to
a large family with diverse molecules, such as desmosomal cadherins, clustered and
nonclustered protocadherins, and the atypical cadherins, such as Dachsous, CDH15&23, Fat,
Celsr, Flamingo, Ret, totaling more than 110 cadherin superfamily members in humans.18 21 19,22
Among these subfamilies, only classical and desmosomal cadherins function as a true adhesion
proteins. The rest of the molecules have more diverse functions and mostly act as signaling
proteins.
Classical cadherins are adhesion molecules expressed among all tissues, including in the
CNS, where they play important roles in synaptogenesis and synaptic plasticity1. Generally
divided into two subfamily categories, type 1 (E-cad, N-cad, P-cad, R-cad) and type 2 (cadherins
5,6,7,8), all of them have similar functions but are expressed in different tissues.18 N-cadherin (Ncad), bona fide adhesion molecules in the CNS, are important for dendritic spine morphology,
synaptic plasticity, and synaptic remodeling.24,25 Moreover, synaptic adhesion is a dynamic
process, which can be controlled by synaptic activity (or artificial synaptic stimulation) where Ncad conformation is modified for more stable and stronger adhesion.26 However, one group from
the cadherins superfamily stands out, which are the clustered protocadherins. The main reason
that clustered protocadherins (Pcdh) are different within classical cadherins is their adhesion
properties. In Pcdh, the adhesion properties are weaker and could be be their secondary function,
whereas dendrite arborization27

28 29

, synaptogenesis30

31

, synapse maturation32, the survival of

spinal interneurons33, and self-avoidance34 35 are primary functions.
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Figure 1.1. Cadherin super family. “Schematic representation of members of the cadherin family, which share a
common structural motif: the EC domain. (a) Typical folding of an EC domain shown in ribbon representation (top
panel from pdb-ID: 1L3W). Seven antiparallel b-strands (A–G) assemble two b-sheets as shown in the topology
diagram (lower panel). Note that the A strand is split into two halves, the A* and A strands. These are connected
by a loop, referred to as the ‘hinge’. Three Ca2+ ions (green spheres) are coordinated between consecutive EC
domains. (b) Schematic representation of overall domain organization of selected cadherin family members. All
cadherins have two or more EC domains in their extracellular regions (blue ovals, numbered from membrane distal
to membrane proximal domain), which can also contain non-EC domains such as EGF-repeats (green rectangles),
laminin A G domain (cyan diamonds) and flamingo boxes (pink oval). Some cadherins have, in addition to the signal
peptide, a prodomain (grey ovals) that is removed by a furin protease on the cell surface. Hashed domains indicate
four or more EC domains omitted for clarity. *The first EC domain of Drosophila E- (DE) and N- (DN) cadherin is
predicted from sequence analysis”. Figure and description adapted from Brasch et al 2012. 11
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1.5 Clustered protocadherins
The Pcdh family was first discovered in a mouse model in 199836, a year after T. Maniatis
used iterative BLAST search of GenBank to identify novel human cadherin-like genes.37 Neuron
specific, clustered protocadherins are cadherin-like molecules that do not mediate strong cell-tocell adhesions as do classical cadherins. While Pcdh structure is very similar to classic cadherins,
their functions are more complex and diverse. The main functions include: adhesion, dendrite
self-avoidance, and synaptic function, forming a “neural code”.

38

The complexity and variety of

58 Pcdh isoforms make them great candidates to build a neural code.

Figure 1.2. Pcdh gene cluster composition. The Pcdh gene cluster is made of 3 tandem gene clusters, a, b
and g. White bars represent individual exons coding for the variable cytoplasmic domain. Black bars in a and g
clusters are exons coding for the constant cytoplasmic domain, whereas b cluster lack this domain. By random
RNA splicing events, constant cytoplasmic domains appeared in all Pcdhs within a and g clusters. The figure
shows the structure of Pcdh-gA3 generated by a splicing event, which is epigenetically controlled.

6

All Pcdhs are coded by a cluster of 3 genes (a, b, and g). The cluster has 14 Pcdh-a, 22
Pcdh-b and 22 Pcdh-g exons36

37

(Fig. 1.2). Each neuron expresses different variants of Pcdh

isoforms by an epigenetically controlled mechanism.39 The structure of the individual Pcdhs
protein depends on its splicing event (Fig. 1.2). Numerous exons code for the cytoplasmic domain,
transmembrane portion, and extracellular domain. The cytoplasmic domain is divided into a
variable cytoplasmic domain (VCD) and a constant domain (except the b cluster, which does not
have exons coding for a cytoplasmic constant domain) (Fig. 1.2). Furthermore, in vertebrates,
during neural development, Pcdh expression is vital. For example, mice lacking gamma cluster
Pcdh-gs die within 12 hours of birth33, with synaptic loss in the spinal cord31 and widespread
apoptosis among spinal interneurons.33 Pcdh-g deletion mutants in hippocampal and cortical
neurons show dendritic arborization phenotypes and abnormal dendritic arbors.28,40 Deletion of
Pcdh-b and Pcdh-g clusters reveal even more severe abnormalities than deletion just of the Pcdhg cluster.41 Where not lethal, deletion of Pcdh-as results in deficient short term memory, impaired
visual acuity, cortico-cortical pathways between both hemispheres, serotonergic axon
arborization, abnormal retinogeniculate axon targeting.23, 24 43 Also, conditional knockouts lead to
increased apoptosis in the retina cells, where the synaptic connectivity is not disrupted, unlike in
spinal cord neurons.44 However, apoptosis was not determined in conditional knockouts in
astrocytes, and instead cause a delay in synaptic development.30 Such broad functions, complex
and unique expression of “barcode” Pcdhs repertoire on the surface of each neuron could explain
self-avoidance behavior and can be a key for the complex wiring of the billions of neurons.
1.6 Pcdh activity in cultured cells and neurons
Mammalian Pcdhs are not unique molecules in their use as recognition proteins to
maintain self-avoidance of the same cell dendrites in neurons.1 It becomes more evident that
Drosophila DSCAMs and Mammalian Pcdhs have an analogous function but have different
origins. Mammalian Pcdhs and Drosophila DSCAMs have the equivalent property being
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expressed in neurons as a distinctive repertoire of isoforms on the surface of each neuron to
govern the proper arbors of the same cell dendrite, known as self-avoidance. In Drosophila,
immunoglobulin superfamily molecules Dscam also use an alternative splicing event to produce
up to 38,000 isoforms with distinct ectodomains. That splicing provides ample numbers to produce
a unique expression of isoforms on the surface of every neuron cell and control self-avoidance
among neurons.35

45

It was shown that deletion of the cytoplasmic domain from the DSCAM

significantly induces cell aggregation, and in neurons, it induces dendritic collapse, where the
introduction of the only one isoform, rescues the phenotype.46
Expression of the Pcdh molecules is important and well established in neurons, but its
molecular mechanism of action remains unknown. Cultured neurons (endogenous expression of
Pcdhs)47,48 and cell lines (transient expression of Pcdhs)49,50 have been used to study Pcdhs at
the cellular level. The HEK (human embryonic kidney) cell line has been used as an expression
tool for recombinant proteins. Based on epithelial kidney cells, HEK cells are capable of carrying
out the majority of post-translational folding and post-translational modifications and have proven
to be a good model for studying a wide range of proteins.51 The advantage of expressing Pcdhs
proteins in HEK cells is that those cells do not express Pcdhs endogenously, thus allowing the
study of the function of single isoforms in isolation from the other 60 isoforms. Pcdhs are
predominantly localized within intracellular compartments rather than expressed on the surface
like classical cadherins which could account for the weak adhesion observed by Pcdhs. It was
found that transient expression of Pcdh-gs in HEK cells causes endosomal membrane tubulation
arising from late endosomes by colocalizing/ interacting with autophagic protein LC3 49, and PcdhgA3 that is strongly targeted to the late endosomes and lysosomes.52
Data highly shows that Pcdh intracellular trafficking is dependent upon variable
cytoplasmic domain (VCD). Here we present a model for Pcdh trafficking during self-avoidance
(Fig. 1.3). Pcdh cis-interaction at adjacent membranes in some conditions might provoke
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membrane curvature and induce endocytosis of the Pcdh complex along with other adhesion
molecules to prevent or degrade membrane adhesion. The internalized complex is trafficked into
the late endosomes or recycling endosomes directed by Pcdhs cytoplasmic domain. Furthermore,
Pcdhs along with other adhesion molecules might be distributed into interior vesicles forming
multivesicular bodies, where additional sorting for degradation or recycling can occur. Pcdhs
possible ability to recruit adhesions molecules might explain a mechanism of downregulating
adhesion after Pcdh cis-interaction between adjacent membranes,53 where VCD is directed
trafficking to the endosomal/lysosomal system.

Figure 1.3. Model for Pcdh trafficking with respect to function. (A) Segment of the VCD found to be critical for
trafficking in the endolysosome system and for cytoplasmic cis interactions (VCD motif). Segment was initially mapped
in Pcdh-gA3 and similarities are found in other Pcdhs. (B) Identified Pcdh domains with a role in trafficking. Extracellular
cadherin repeats 1–4 are involved in adhesion, while the cadherin repeat 6 mediates cis interaction that can promote
surface delivery. On the cytoplasmic side, the VCD motif can participate in cis interactions and this segment is also
important for endolysosomal trafficking of the molecule. At the carboxyl terminus of the constant domains for Pcdh-s
the -s is a polybasic region that allows for interactions with phospholipids leading to effects on signaling. It is possible
that the polybasic region can also influence Pcdh trafficking. (C) A model for how trafficking might alter adhesion.
Adhesion between membranes expressing matching Pcdhs will cluster Pcdhs and other adhesion molecules at the
junction. Under certain conditions, Pcdh adhesive clustering and/or cis interaction might trigger membrane curvature
and endocytosis, which could also cause the internalization of other adhesion molecules. Trafficking of the internalized
complex would be directed to the late or recycling endosome via trafficking signals in the Pcdh VCD motif. Here, Pcdhs
might be involuted into interior vesicles of the multivesicular body due to the association with endosomal sorting
complexes required for transport (ESCRT complex). These interior vesicles, containing both Pcdhs and other adhesion
molecules, could be destined for degradation in the lysosome or possibly secreted as exosomes. This could essentially
be a mechanism by which Pcdhs downregulate adhesion after surface membrane recognition. Based on the
ultrastructure of Pcdh containing organelles, Pcdhs may be sorted into tubules that emanate from the endosome and
which could indicate recycling to the cell surface. Potential intracellular markers are being used to study whether Pcdhs
are recycled to the surface as indicated. These include LC3, which plays a role in tubulation, as well as the retromer,
WASH (WASP and SCAR homologue) and sorting nexin complexes, involved in sorting cargo to endosomal
subdomains. Actin can also play a role in sorting cargo in endosomes. Figure adapted from reference Phillips 2017
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1.7 Cytoplasmic domain segment mediates trafficking
Studies previously found that deletion of the cytoplasmic domain (Pcdh gA3-D190-GFP)
drastically changed trafficking from the intracellular compartments to the surface of the cells
engaging in the homophilic interaction in the junction (arrowheads) (Fig. 1.4 A). The gA3-D190GFP cytoplasmic deletion also changes trafficking to the surface on the neurons (Fig. 1.4 B, C,
D). It became clear that the cytoplasmic domain is a key for gA3 trafficking and avoidance type of
behavior.50

Figure 1.4. Pcdh-g intracellular retention is mediated by cytoplasmic interactions. (A) Expressed Pcdh-gA3GFP, are mostly intracellular in HEK293 cells and absent from cell-cell interfaces. Deletion of the constant
cytoplasmic domain and most of the VCD (gA3-D190-GFP) caused the molecule to be efficiently transported to
the cell-cell interface (arrowheads) where it can engage in homophilic interactions. (B) The same situation is
observed in hippocampal neurons. Pcdh-gA3-GFP is largely intracellular and inaccessible to a surface epitope
antibody (red channel) under non-permeabilizing conditions. The cytoplasmic deletion is more efficiently targeted
to the surface and more efficiently labeled with the surface antibody in the absence of permeabilization. (C) High
mag images of surface (arrow) and intracellular (arrowhead) Pcdh-gA3-GFP. (D) Quantification of puncta labeling
with the surface antibody. Figure adapted from the reference Fernández-Monreal 2009.
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The CLEM technique (Correlative Light and Electron Microscopy) was used to investigate
the cellular distribution of the Pcdh-g cytoplasmic mutants and wild-type molecules. In HEK 293
cells it was found that gA3-GFP generates intracellular membrane tubules that emerging from the
lysosomes or late endosomes52. It was previously found that membrane tubulation was
associated with autophagic vesicle protein LC3 where gA3-GFP also colocalized with LAMP-2
lysosomal marker52. However, gA3-D190-GFP completely abolished tubulation and multivesicular
body formation. Being mostly expressed on the cell surface, some cells have an intracellular
expression of gA3-D190-GFP of circular or whorls like structures colocalized with endoplasmic
reticulum marker KDEL.49,52
Pcdhs-g cytoplasmic domain consists of the constant domain and variable cytoplasmic
domain (VCD), where only VCD is important for the intracellular trafficking.54 When the constant
domain was removed from gA3-GFP (Dconst-GFP), it did not affect the trafficking and ability of
formation tubules arising from multivesicular vesicles, it also colocalized with LAMP-2 lysosomal
marker and LC3 autophagic marker

52

. However, when only the VCD was deleted DVCD-GFP it

completely changed the morphology of tubulation and ability to colocalized with LAMP-2 and LC3
markers. DVCD-GFP aggregates into sinusoidal membrane sheets with continuation into the
endoplasmic reticulum (ER). VCD truncated mutants gA3-D190-GFP, gA3-D163-GFP showed that
amino acids from D190-D163 are critical for intracellular trafficking. This data indicated that the
VCD’s 26 amino acids between-D190 - D163 are essential for the normal gA3-GFP intracellular
trafficking.49,52
Not only does the Pcdh family have 58 isoforms, but they are stochastically expressed by
the alternative promoter choice. It was found that Pcdh promoters are methylated during
embryogenesis. Each neuron expresses unique combination of Pcdh isoforms, which is vital for
the right dendrite arborization during embryogenesis.38,39,55,56 Multifunctional role of Pcdhs in brain
development also comes from the their ability to be act as adhesion and avoidance molecules
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depending on the time of embryogenesis.32,38,57 It was also proposed that Pcdh can play a role as
signaling proteins like the Notch receptor and N-cadherin being cleaved by g-secretase.58,59

60

Posttranslational modification of the proteins plays one of the most important roles to control
activity of the proteins. Pcdhs have a very broad function in neurons during and post
embryogenesis time. It became obvious that posttranslational modifications must take place. It
was found that tyrosine kinase receptor binds to Pcdhs and might play role in its stabilization.
Pcdh-gs undergo phosphorylation by a tyrosine kinase Ret. Moreover both Ret and Pcdhs a highly
expressed during embryogenesis and colocalized in the growth cones and synapses where
showed to be vital for the neuronal survival and axonal pathfinding.33,36,47,61
It was proposed a model where activated Ret kinase is bound to Pcdhs and stabilize it by
phosphorylation while Pcdhs which are not bound to Ret undergo degradation.61 One the most
common way proteins can go degradation is utilize proteosome ubiquitination pathway.62 I
proposed that ubiquitination and phosphorylation of Pcdhs can play a role in its intracellular
trafficking and surface expression. Which is directly might affect Pcdhs ability to have a selfavoidance properties.27
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Chapter 2. Non-classical ubiquitination of protocadherin-gamma A3 controls intracellular
trafficking

2.1 Introduction
The VCD of Pcdh-gA3, and likely the other 11 Pcdh-gAs, plays a significant role in the
regulation of trafficking, but the cellular mechanisms that cells utilize for Pcdh trafficking has yet
to be fully elucidated. Based on the findings previously described in the CLEM studies, Pcdh-gA3
is located in multivesicular bodies, which could represent endolysosomes, late endosomes, and
recycling endosomes52. The molecular mechanism by which Pcdh-gA3 acquires its anti-adhesive
properties and avoidance properties is currently under investigation.63 There is evidence
suggesting that avoidance behavior coupled with the trafficking of Pcdhs to endosomes for
recycling or degradation may result from the removal of Pcdhs from the cell membrane by
requiring an endocytosis mechanism.52
The Rab GTPases proteins can trace the various phases of the clathrin-mediated
endocytic pathway for the retrieval of synaptic vesicles from the plasma membrane.64 Rab 5 is a
marker of early endosomes.65 66 Rab7 GTPase is a marker for the maturation of early endosomes
into late endosomal multivesicular bodies and their further fusion with lysosomes.67 The Rab 11
protein is a key regulator of recycling endosomes.68 Endocytosis can be initiated by the protein’s
ubiquitination at the plasma membrane. Ubiquitination of transmembrane proteins at the plasma
membrane acts as a sorting signal for internalization and incorporation into intraluminal vesicles
of multivesicular bodies (MVB), late endosomes and lysosomes.69 The process of ubiquitination
occurs through the covalent attachment of a 76 amino acid ubiquitin protein by its specific E3
ligase to lysine residues on the target protein.70 It was hypothesized that three lysine residues on
the VCD domain are ubiquitinated and thus significant for trafficking.
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Pcdh-gA3 full length (gA3 FL) and a gA3 construct missing extracellular and constant
domain termed “VCD” or “gA3-stub” exhibit the same trafficking pattern to the Rab7 late
endosomes. Trafficking to late endosomes can potentially be controlled by ubiquitination. There
is a possibility that the trafficking of Pcdhs into intracellular compartments could be linked to
Pcdhs' avoidance function. In this study, it was proposed that the rapid removal of Pcdhs from the
plasma membrane by endocytosis is dependent upon ubiquitination of Pcdhs. Identifying the
residues controlling ubiquitination will be the key in understanding this process.
To address this research aim, a series of truncated gA3-stub-GFP constructs and mutants
were engineered of potential lysine ubiquitination sites and predicted serine phosphorylation sites.
Each construct was transfected into a HEK-293 cell line to identify ubiquitination and trafficking
patterns. The level of ubiquitination was determined by immunoprecipitation and western blot.
Constructs were also co-transfected within ubiquitin-RFP (Ub-RFP) and imaged by confocal
microscopy. The colocalization degree of Ub-RFP with gA3 VCD-GFP and its mutants was
analyzed by ImageJ to quantify the level ubiquitination. gA3-stub-GFP constructs’ trafficking
patterns to the cell surface were analyzed by surface labeling of live cells. Transfected cells with
each construct were imaged by confocal microscopy and surface expression were quantified by
the western blot. Trafficking to endosome compartments was determined by co-transfection with
different Rab-GFP endosomal markers and quantitative image analysis. It was shown by western
blot and ubiquitin colocalization that the gA3-stub is ubiquitinated. A large deletion from the Cterminus eliminated ubiquitination. Using serial deletions and site directed mutagenesis it was
mapped that a region on the VCD that controls ubiquitination and trafficking. It was found that
none of the lysines are ubiquitinated on the VCD but rather Ser 754 and Thr 756 were the sites
of ubiquitination. Data showed that ubiquitination was controlled by the predicted serine
phosphorylation sites at Ser 759 and 762.
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2.2 Results
2.2.1 Pcdh trafficking to Rab7 positive endosomes
To identify the trafficking pathway for the Pcdh-gA3, HEK 293 cells were co-transfected
with a plasmid coding for full length gA3 FL fused to RFP (gA3 FL-RFP) or the cytoplasmic deletion
gA3-D190-RFP together with plasmids coding for the endosomal markers fused to GFP (Fig.
2.1A). Quantitative image analysis showed that gA3 FL-RFP was preferentially trafficked to Rab7GFP (late endosomes) positive endosomes (Fig. 2.1B). Rab5-GFP (early endosomes) and
Rab11-GFP (recycling endosomes) exhibited less colocalization with gA3 FL-RFP.
It has been previously shown that deletion of the variable cytoplasmic domain gA3 FLD190-RFP decreases its targeting to endosomes.

52 49

In this study it was confirmed and shown

that gA3 FL-D190-RFP exhibited significantly decreased colocalization with Rab7 positive late
endosomes as well as Rab5 positive early endosomes (Fig. 2.1B). Based on these observations,
we suggest that Pcdh-gA3 is enriched in early and late endosomes and that this localization
requires the cytoplasmic domain.

Figure 2.1. Full length gA3 is trafficked to Rab7 positive endosomes in a cytoplasmic domain-dependent
manner. Previous studies showed endogenous and transfected Pcdhs to be enriched in an intracellular
endolysosomal compartment (Phillips et al, 2003, Fernandez-Monreal et al, 2009, Hanson et al, 2010, O’Leary et al,
2011). To further define the specific compartment that harbors Pcdhs, (A) gA3-RFP (red) was co-transfected with a
different endosomal marker for constructs Rab5, Rab7, and Rab11 (GFP, green). Cytoplasmic deletion reduces
specific trafficking with Rab7 most dramatically with reduction also for Rab5 positive endosomes. These results
suggest that the cytoplasmic domain directs trafficking to late endosomes and to a lesser extent, early endosomes.
(B) Percent colocalization of gA3 with Rab constructs was quantified for 10 cells in each condition. Images were
tresholded and the number of puncta with overlapping green and red pixels was compared to puncta with pixels in
the red channel only. Quantification analysis was performed by using ImageJ. Results analyzed by t-test, *** p<0.001.
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2.2.2 gA3-stub mimics full length gA3 trafficking to the late endosomes
In order to investigate the role of the variable cytoplasmic domain in trafficking of PcdhgA3 to late endosomes, a construct with only the variable cytoplasmic domain was examined for
trafficking. A signal sequence and FLAG tag was fused to the N-terminus instead of the
extracellular domain and GFP was fused from the C-terminus instead of the constant domain (Fig.
2.2 A), termed gA3-stub. This construct was transfected into cells along with Rab5, Rab7 or
Rab11-GFP (Fig. 2.2 B). Analysis of trafficking of the gA3-stub revealed that the transmembrane
portion and variable cytoplasmic domain mimics trafficking patterns to the Rab7-GFP positive
compartments of the Pcdh gA3 FL (Fig. 2.2 C, E)52

54

. Whereas gA3-stub trafficking to the early

and recycling endosomes is significantly lower and had the same patterns as the full length
Pcdh gA3 (Fig.2.2 C).
At high magnification, Rab7-GFP positive vesicles could be observed to harbor gA3-stub
and gA3 FL exhibiting the same phenotype (Fig. 2.2 D, E). Similarly, and it was observed that gA3
FL-RFP also accumulated inside endosomal vesicles (Fig. 2.2 F). This suggests that the VCD
domain has intrinsic sequences that mediate most, if not all, the trafficking activity of the full-length
molecule.
Moreover, gA3 FL-D190-RFP showed a significant decrease in colocalization with Rab7GFP (see Fig. 2.1 A, B) Same as gA3 FL-D190-RFP, gA3 stub-D183-RFP showed no harboring
into Rab7-GFP positive vesicles (Fig. 2.2 F). Furthermore, it was a significant difference in a
degree of colocalization with Rab7-GFP puncta between gA3 stub-D183-RFP and gA3 stub-RFP
(Fig. 2.2 F, G). These results indicate that not only VCD domain can mimics trafficking of the fulllength molecule, but also VCD is important for the endosomal trafficking.
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Figure 2.2. The gA3 stub is sufficient for trafficking to late endosomes as gA3 full length but gA3-stub-D183
is not. (A) Complete sequence of the cytoplasmic region of the stub and location of the truncation (D183,
corresponding to 183 amino acid removed from the C-terminal using intact full length gA3 as reference). Previous
studies found the VCD region to be important for Pcdh trafficking (O’Leary et al, 2010). The stub construct, used
to study Pcdh trafficking, consists of a signal sequence for membrane insertion, followed by a FLAG epitope, the
transmembrane domain and the VCD. The sequence of the intracellular portion of the stub is shown. (B) The gA3
stub was co-transfected with Rab-GFP endosome markers and colocalization quantified. The gA3 stub colocalized
the most with Rab7 positive endosomes. (D) Shown is a high magnification image of Rab7/gA3 stub positive late
endosomes. Rab7 forms a ring around the outer edge of the late endosome and gA3 appears to be involuted into
the interior vesicles of the late endosomes. Percent colocalization of gA3 with Rab endosomal markers was
quantified of 10 cells in each sample. Images were thresholded and the number of puncta of colocalized green
(Rab) and red (gA3) pixels were compared to total puncta in only the red channel.
(E) gA3 FL-RFP (red) was co-transfected with endosomal marker constructs of Rab7 (GFP, green). High
magnification images of gA3-stub and gA3 FL look identical in their gA3 constructs localization to late endosomes
marked by Rab7-GFP. (F) gA3-stub-D183 showed a significant reduction in colocalization with Rab7 positive
endosomes and exhibited surface expression. These results suggest that gA3-stub alone is sufficient for trafficking
to late endosomes. (C,G) Quantification analysis was performed by using ImageJ. Results analyzed by t-test, ***
p<0.001.

2.2.3 gA3-stub is ubiquitinated
I proposed that different posttranslational modifications of the VCD can play a role in
intracellular trafficking. One example of posttranslational modification is ubiquitination tagging
which has been shown to play a role in receptor mediated endocytosis and endosomal trafficking.
Ubiquitination signaling is mediated by a covalently bound ubiquitin protein in order to regulate a
variety of cellular responses, such as degradation via the proteasome, cellular signaling, DNA
damage response, endocytosis, and receptor trafficking.71 Ubiquitination of transmembrane
proteins at the plasma membrane allows them to be internalized and incorporated into intraluminal
vesicles of multivesicular bodies (MVBs), late endosomes and lysosomes.72
Upon ubiquitination, 76 amino acid ubiquitin proteins are normally covalently attached to
target proteins through a specific E3 ligase at lysine residue(s).70 To identify if indeed
ubiquitination happens at the VCD, HEK 293 cells were transfected with gA3-stub-GFP, lysed and
immunoprecipitated with anti-GFP agarose beads and, following immunoblotting, probed with
anti-ubiquitin antibodies. gA3-stub-GFP have a very distinguished ubiquitin smear (Fig. 2.3B)
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Figure 2.3. Ubiquitination of the gA3-stub. (A) Complete sequence of the cytoplasmic region of the stub and location
of the truncation (D183, corresponding to 183 amino acid removed from the C-terminal using intact full length gA3 as
reference). (B) The gA3-stub or cytoplasmic truncation (D183) was transfected into HEK293 cells and
immunoprecipitated with anti-GFP beads. Precipitates were electrophoresed and blotted for GFP (left) or ubiquitin (Ubi1) (right). The stub exhibited the characteristic smear of ubiquitin immunoreactivity while D183 did not. (C) The gA3-stub
or cytoplasmic truncation (D183) was transfected into HEK293 cells and was labeled live with anti-FLAG, which detects
surface expression. Cells were lysed and surface labeled stubs were precipitated with protein A/G agarose beads.
Surface precipitated fractions were compared to the total fraction by immunoblotting with anti-GFP. (D) The ratio of
surface to total was quantified from 3 independent experiments using ImageJ densitometry. Significance was determined
by t-test *(p<0.05). The D183 stub showed relatively higher surface expression. (E) The gA3-stub GFP and gA3-stubD183-GFP were co-transfected with Ub-RFP in HEK cells. gA3-stub exhibited colocalization with ubiquitin-RFP while the
D183 stub did not. (F) Quantification analysis was performed by using ImageJ. Results analyzed by t-test, *** p<0.001.
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Moreover, co-transfection of gA3-stub-GFP with UB-RFP showed high colocalization at
the intracellular puncta. The half of all gA3-stub-GFP positive puncta in HEK cells were
ubiquitinated (Fig. 2.3 E,F).
To identify the portion of the on VCD that is ubiquitinated, a truncated version, gA3-stubD183, was analyzed which is missing 58 amino acids from C-terminus. gA3-stub-D183 had no
ubiquitin smear in the western blot analysis (Fig. 2.3 B) and it showed specific surface expression
without intracellular puncta and no ubiquitination colocalization (Fig. 2.3 C, E).
Surface expression of gA3-stub and truncated mutant gA3-stub-D183 were analyzed by
immunoprecipitation using anti-FLAG beads. Using a western blot analysis, it was found that D183
has higher accumulation at the surface then gA3-stub (Fig. 2.3 C, D). This result correlates with
the confocal microscopy findings. While gA3-stub made up intracellular puncta in which ~50%
colocalized with Ub-RFP and had little surface expression, but gA3-stub-D183 had greater surface
expression and no colocalization with Ub-RFP (Fig. 2.3 E, F). Since gA3-stub-D183 is not
ubiquitinated and is mostly expressed in the cell surface these results indicate that ubiquitination
of VCD controls trafficking of gA3-stub from the cell surface into intracellular compartments such
as late or recycling endosomes.

2.2.4 Ubiquitination of Pcdh is not Lysine-dependent.
It is well known that ubiquitination commonly occurs on lysine residues62. The VCD has
three lysines; K761, K783 and K797 with the potential to be ubiquitinated (Fig. 2.4 A). It was
hypothesized that at least one of the three lysines would be a VCD ubiquitination site. To
determine if a specific lysine residue is the target of ubiquitination, each lysine was changed to a
chemically equivalent amino acid, such an arginine, which cannot be ubiquitinated. 73–75
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Figure 2.4. The gA3-stub 3KR lysine mutant is ubiquitinated and sufficient for trafficking to late
endosomes as gA3-sub. A. The sequence of the cytoplasmic region of the stub as well as the location of all
lysine mutations. The gA3 stub and lysine mutant constructs (gA3-stub 3KR, gA3 stub K761R, gA3 stub K783R,
gA3 stub K797R) were made using a site-directed mutagenesis, then transfected into HEK293 cells, and
immunoprecipitated with anti-GFP beads. Precipitates were electrophoresed on 10% agarose gel and blotted
for anti-GFP and ubiquitin (Ubi-1). Lysine mutants have no effect on ubiquitination level. B. The gA3-stub 3KR
-GFP lysine mutant was co-transfected with UB-RFP, fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde, and imaged with confocal
microscopy. The 3KR lysine mutant was highly colocalized with UB-RFP and exhibited the same intracellular
puncta distribution as gA3-stub. White arrows show colocalization. C, D. The gA3-stub 3KR-RFP lysine mutant
was co-transfected with Rab7-GFP endosome marker, fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde, and imaged with
confocal microscopy. The gA3-stub 3KR colocalized with Rab7-GFP positive endosomes in a similar manner
as gA3 stub. Rab7-GTP forms a ring around the outer edge of the Rab7 positive endosome whereas gA3-stub
3KR, same as gA3-stub, appears to be involuted into the interior vesicles of the late endosomes showing by
white arrows.
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Figure 2.5. All gA3-stub lysine mutants failed to suppress trafficking to late endosomes. (A)
Different lysine mutants were made using site-directed mutagenesis. Mutants were co-transfected
with a Rab7-GFP endosome marker. Mutated lysine constructs showed the same phenotype and
endosomal trafficking patterns as gA3-stub. The gA3-stub 3KR-GFP lysine mutant was cotransfected with UB-RFP. The 3KR lysine mutant remained highly colocalized with UB-RFP and
exhibited the same intracellular puncta distribution as gA3-stub. Rab7 formed a ring around the
outer edge of the Rab7 positive endosome where lysine mutants appear to be involuted into the
interior vesicles of the late endosomes shown by white arrows.

Different constructs were engineered, each having a single lysine to arginine mutation (K761R,
K783R, K797R), as well as double mutations (Fig.2.5 C, D) and a triple mutant containing all three
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lysine mutations at once, termed gA3-stub 3KR (Fig. 2.4 A, B).
None of the lysine-to-arginine mutant constructs demonstrated any reduction in
ubiquitination (Fig. 2.4 A). Western blot analyses (Fig. 2.4 A) showed indistinguishable results
between single K761R, K783R, K797R and triple gA3 3KR mutants. Confocal microscopy showed
the same results, as gA3 3KR exhibited intracellular puncta distribution patterns and Ub-RFP
colocalization identical with the gA3-stub (Fig. 2.4 B). Moreover, all lysine mutant constructs
showed high level of colocalization with Rab7 late endosomal vesicles. (Fig. 2.4 C, D) and (Fig.
2.5). Lysine mutants perfectly localized inside multivesicular bodies and demonstrated the same
trafficking abilities as gA3-stub (see Fig. 2.5).

2.2.5 GSRKSHLIF sequences important for ubiquitination
To identify which region of VCD domain is important for ubiquitination, a series of
truncations of the gA3-stub-GFP were made (Fig. 2.6 A). Each construct was transfected into HEK
293 cells to identify patterns of ubiquitination and trafficking via confocal microscopy and western
blot. The level of ubiquitination was determined by immunoprecipitation and western blot (Fig. 2.6
B). It was found that only two mutants, gA3-stub -D171-GFP and gA3-stub-D183-GFP had reduced
ubiquitination (Fig. 2.6 B) while gA3-stub-164 had ubiquitination similar to gA3-stub. The only
difference between gA3-stub-D164 and gA3-stub-D171 is 9 amino acids GSRKSHLIF, marked in
the red boxed (Fig. 2.6 A). Ubiquitination and trafficking of gA3-stub, gA3-stub-D171 and gA3stub-D164 mutants were analyzed and quantified in at least 3 different and separate performed
experiments of western blot and confocal microscopy. Quantification of the western blot showed
that gA3-stub and gA3-stub-D164 have a robust ubiquitination signal (Fig. 2.7 A) while gA3-stubD171 ubiquitination signal was significantly reduced. gA3-stub-D171-GFP exhibited a strong
surface expression and lacked Ub-RED colocalization similar to gA3-stub-D183 (Fig. 2.7 C and
Fig. 2.3 E).
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Figure 2.6. Ubiquitination level depends on the VCD segment of gA3-stub. (A) The sequence of the cytoplasmic
region of the stub as well as the location of all mutations (number of mutations corresponding to the number of amino
acids removed from the C-terminus using the intact full-length gA3 as a reference) is provided. (B) The gA3-stub and
cytoplasmic truncations (D183, D171, D164, D155, D152, D145 and D135 were transfected into HEK293 cells and
immunoprecipitated with anti-GFP beads. Precipitates were electrophoresed on 10% agarose gel and blotted for GFP
ubiquitin (Ubi-1). The stub exhibited the characteristic smear of ubiquitin immunoreactivity while D183 and D171 did
not.

Notably, 3D reconstruction of the confocal images showed that ubiquitin defective mutants, gA3stub-D171, localized to surface filopodia (Fig. 2.8).
gA3-stub and gA3-stub-D164 have the same intracellular trafficking patterns and showed
the same ubiquitination level, where quantification of the confocal images showed that at least
~50% of all expressed molecules colocalized with Ub-RFP (Fig. 2.7 F). These results are
consistent with the previous findings.49,52 Taken together, these results indicate that a 9 amino
acid sequence, GSRKSHLIF, is important for the ubiquitination and promote surface expression
(Fig. 2.7 A).
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Figure 2.7. gA3-stub-D171 accumulates on the surface.(A) The sequence of the cytoplasmic region of the stub as
well as the location of gA3-stub-D164 and gA3-stub-D171. Sequence in red (SKRSHLIF) in gA3-stub-D164 shows an
important portion of VCD upon which ubiquitination is determined. The absence of this motif in gA3-stub-D171
abolishes ubiquitination. (B) The gA3stub GFP and (C) gA3-stub-D171-GFP and (D) gA3-stub-D164-GFP were cotransfected with Ub-RFP in HEK 293 cells. gA3-stub and D164 exhibited intercellular puncta colocalized with ubiquitinRFP, while the D171 only showed surface expression and no Ub-RFP colocalization. (F) Quantification analysis was
performed by using ImageJ. Results analyzed by t-test, *** p<0.001. (E) The gA3-stub, D171 and D164 constructs
were transfected into HEK293 cells and immunoprecipitated with anti-GFP beads. Precipitates were electrophoresed
on 10% agarose gel and blotted for GFP ubiquitin (Ubi-1).
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Figure 2.8. gA3stub-D171 accumulates on the surface. (A) The gA3-stub-D171 was transfected into HEK293
cells. Cells were fixed with 4%PFA and imaged using confocal microscopy. 100 pictures were taken in frame using
405, 488, ang 569 channels. Using ImageJ, pictures were stacked, and 3D reconstruction of the image was made.
Mutants showed a high level of surface expression and diminutive intracellular expression with no or rare Ub-RFP
colocalization. Moreover, gA3-stub-D171 makes surface spike or hair-like structures.

2.2.6 Serine 759 and Serine 762 are not ubiquitinated
It was found that the GSRKSHLIF segment was important for ubiquitination but lysines
were not (Fig. 2.4) even though this segment contains one of the 3 lysines in the VCD. To
investigate the importance of this segment towards ubiquitination, truncated gA3 stub constructs
were analyzed further. In the segment, GSRKSHLIF, while lysine 761 was found not to be
important for the ubiquitination, the absence of the whole GSRKSHLIF segment was enough to
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eliminate ubiquitination and change trafficking. (see Fig. 2.6, Fig. 2. 7). It has been documented
that in rare cases ubiquitination might occur not on lysine but rather serine or threonine
residues.76,77 Thus, I proposed that two serines (Ser) (759 and 762) in GSRKSHLIF might be
ubiquitinated (Fig. 2.9).
To test this hypothesis site-direct mutagenesis was used. Both Ser 759 and Ser 762 were
changed to alanine (gA3-stub SSAA) to determine if the loss of the serine residues would eliminate
ubiquitination in western blot analysis.

Figure 2.9. Double serine mutation of Ser 759 and Ser 762 do not suppress ubiquitination. gA3-stub and gA3-stub
SSAA were transfected into HEK293 cells and immunoprecipitated with anti-GFP beads. Precipitates were
electrophoresed on a 10% agarose gel and blotted for GFP ubiquitin (Ubi-1). A3-stub SSAA-GFP showed increased
ubiquitination. Confocal imaging of the HEK cells co-transfected with A3-stub SSAA-GFP and Ub-RFP showed high
levels of colocalization.
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Changing those two residues, Ser 759 and Ser 762, to alanine did not decrease
ubiquitination, but instead the change slightly increased ubiquitination. Additionally, confocal
microscopy showed a high level of colocalization with ubiquitin-RFP (Fig. 2.9 C). This
demonstrated that serines were not ubiquitinated at the GSRKSHLIF site.

2.2.7 Serine 759 and Serine 762 predicted to be phosphorylated
Possible explanations of the GSRKSHLIF site’s significance were then uncovered when
the VCD segment of gA3 was run on a web platform NetPhos 3.1 to analyze serine, threonine,
and tyrosine sites of predicted phosphorylation.78 It turned out that Ser 759 and Ser 762 were
predicted to be phosphorylated by PKS, RSK and unspecified kinases (Fig. 2.10).

Figure 2.10 Possible phosphorylated serine/threonine residues of VCD. Variable cytoplasmic domain (VCD)
of Pchds -gA3 was used to identify possible sites of phosphorylation. It was found that two serines, S759 and S762,
have the highest phosphorylation potential in the region of interest out of 26 amino acids controlling trafficking.
Analysis was done by the web platform, NetPhos 3.1, which is a server that predicts serine, threonine, and tyrosine
phosphorylation sites78 .
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2.2.8 GSRKSHLIF sequences conserved in Pcdh gamma cluster
Regardless of its exact function, the GSRKSHLIF site appears to be of
significance. The Pcdh gamma cluster has twelve isoforms in mouse. Not only is the VCD motif
conserved in most Pcdh isoforms (Fig. 2.11), but also Ser 759 and Ser 762 in the gA3 GSRKSHLIF
sequence were highly conserved. Out of twelve isomers, five combinations were present.
SRKSHLIF was observed in five out the twelve, SGKSHLIF in two out of the twelve, SGKSHIIF in
two out of the twelve, SKKSHLIF in one out of the twelve, and SQTSHLIF one out of the twelve.
Such conservation across all 12 isoforms might indicate functional importance of the gA3 759 and
762 serines and GSRKSHLIF sequences. Based on the simlarity of this sequence among all 12
gA isoforms we term this sequence the “SXKS motif”. Moreover, preliminary data suggest that
across 12 isoforms of the Pcdh-gA cluster there also might be two conserved alpha helices (Fig.
2.11), according to Phyre279. Phyre2 is a free protein modeling web platform, which is using a
homology detection method of already solved proteins on a PDB data base to build 3D structure
models of proteins and predict secondary structures.79
All 12 of the gA VCDs were analyzed with Phyre2 software (Fig. 2.11). Interestingly,
it was discovered that the second conserved alpha helix (Fig. 2.11) was completely aligned with
the 26 amino acid segment on VCD that was found to be of importance for the intracellular
trafficking and formation of the multivesicular bodies and tubulation.49,52 However, a complete
protein structure has not been resolved for any of the isomers. The extracellular domain, which is
made of beta sheets has already been resolved, but the cytoplasmic domain is a mostly
disordered structure, which is difficult to resolve experimentally.
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Figure 2.11. Predicted secondary structures of Pcdh gamma family. DNA sequences’ Variable Cytoplasmic
Domain (VCD) of 12 Pchds-gA isoforms was evaluated by the web platform Phyre2 to predict secondary structure.
Phyre2 is a free protein modeling web platform using a homology detection method to build 2D and 3D structure models.
Analyzing VCD’ DNA sequences across 12 isoforms, it was noticed that each protein has two distinguished alphahelical structures with a high degree of confidence. Moreover, two serines, S759 and S762, which had been predicted
to be phosphorylated, do not from any particular secondary structure 70.
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2.2.9 Predicted structure of Pcdh gamma A isoforms
To better understand the function of the SXKS motif and adjacent amino acids, I proposed
that it must have a distinctive structure related to its importance for the ubiquitination and
endosomal trafficking. Phyre2 and Alpha Fold are two different web programs were used to
predict the structure of the VCD portion of the cytoplasmic domain (Fig. 2.12 and Fig. 2.13).
Phyre2 works on a bases of already known and solved structures 79. It compares a sequence of
the interest to already solved structures of the PDB and finds the best fitted sequences to model
protein structure.79 This program can accurately predict a secondary structure but not a tertiary
form. On the other hand, an innovative web program called Alpha Fold was publicly released in
2022 which using an artificial neural network to predict protein structures based on amino acid
sequences only 80. AlphaFold showed a competitive result to X-ray crystallography.
Both programs predicted a loop in the SXKS region or adjacent to it. (Fig. 2.12 and Fig.
2.13). In Fig. 2.12, the predicted loops are marked by red circles and in Fig. 2.13, the predicted
loops are marked by black sequences. Analysis of predicted structures of all 12 isoforms from the
gamma cluster showed that the loop of the SRKS sequence was conserved.
In the gA3 stub D171 GFP construct, the removal of GSRKSHLIF resulted in a dramatic
change of the trafficking and ubiquitination. Predicted phosphoserines (Serine 759 and Serine
762) on that segment have an important role in controlling ubiquitination, endosomal and surface
trafficking. A conserved loop in SRKS sequences can act as a switch to regulate ubiquitination by
phosphorylation.
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Figure 2.12. Predicted 3D structure of Pcdh gamma family. Protein 3D structure was predicted by the Alpha Fold,
which is powered by an Artificial Intelligence system developed by DeepMind. Each isomer has 6 extracellular domains
made up of beta sheets, following by a transmembrane portion composed of an alpha helix, as well as a cytoplasmic
domain that lacks any particular structure. However, the VCD has distinguished loops. Of significance, a loop marked by
the red circle is always formed at the specific motif of SRKS. 71
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Figure 2.13. Predicted 3D structure of VCD of Pcdh gamma family. VCD 3D structure was predicted by Phyre2.
Each isomer has a cytoplasmic domain that lacks any particular structure. The VCD, however, has distinguished
loops. Of significance is the loop marked with the black color, which was always formed at the specific motif of SRKS
70
.
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Figure 2.14. Ubiquitination is conserved in the b and a family. The gA3 FL, b16 stub, and a1 stub were transfected
into HEK293 cells and immunoprecipitated with anti-GFP beads. Precipitates were electrophoresed and blotted for
GFP (left) and ubiquitin (Ubi-1) (right). Pcdhs from each cluster showed the ability to be ubiquitinated.

2.2.10 Ubiquitination is conserved in b and g clusters of the Pcdh family
Understanding the biological function of the ~60 isoforms of the Pcdh family requires a
comprehensive study of each isoform, which can be an extremely difficult undertaking. Instead,
amino acid sequences can be compared, and the function of the protein predicted. In this chapter
it was determined that key amino acids for ubiquitination are conserved among members of the
gamma A family. One important aspect in studying the Pcdh trafficking was to focus on VCD
domain, which was shown to be the main cytoplasmic domains that regulate the Pcdhs trafficking
and not the constant cytoplasmic domain. The Pcdh isoforms belonging to the a and b clusters
were also proposed to be ubiquitinated in a similar manner as Pcdh gA3. Immunoprecipitation of
b16-stub and a1-stub were observed to contain ubiquitin smear as seen previously in a gA3-stub
(Fig.2.14). This data suggested that VCD plays an important role in the ubiquitination of Pcdh and
its trafficking between all isoforms in a, b and g clusters.
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2.3 Discussion
It has been previously shown that Pcdh-gA3 form intracellular puncta.50 Later studies
demonstrated that that intracellular puncta then accumulate in endosomal compartments.52 The
trafficking pathway mechanism of these molecules, however, had yet to be elucidated. Pcdh are
transmembrane adhesion molecules, which would be expected to be expressed on the surface
of the cell. However, it was found that when HEK cells transiently transfected with Pcdh-gA3, it
made intracellular puncta. The present work suggested that when Pcdhs were expressed on the
surface of the cells, they can be removed from the surface by ubiquitination which triggered an
endosomal pathway. It was found that intracellular puncta are associated with Rab7-positive late
endosome. However, when the cytoplasmic domain is removed, it drastically changed trafficking
so that the molecule is then only expressed on the surface of the cells.50
Now it has been found that posttranslational modification as ubiquitination of the VCD was
important to initiate trafficking of the Pcdh-gA3 to the late or recycling endosomes. An additional
finding of importance was that VCD alone can mimic trafficking of the full-length molecules. gA3stub, which is lacking the extracellular domain and cytoplasmic constant domain, showed that
VCD has the same phenotype of trafficking, endosomal accumulation, and surface expression as
the full-length molecule.
As it turned out, ubiquitination plays a crucial role in endosomal trafficking and intracellular
expression. gA3-stub-D183 extensively accumulates on the cells surface, and did not co-localize
with ubiquitin, and hardly forms any intracellular puncta, which is a pattern opposite to the gA3stub. I thus concluded that the deleted portion of the VCD is important for ubiquitination. Classical
ubiquitination occurs on lysine residues62,70. All lysine residues in a peptide segment can be
changed to arginines in order to find which lysine residues are the target of ubiquitination.73,74 A
variety of mutants were made to identify the target lysines, but the results were consistent with no
change in ubiquitination and trafficking patterns to the late endosomes. This demonstrated that
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ubiquitination of gA3-stub occurs on residues other than the suspected lysines. This is a very
significant finding since classical ubiquitination was previously strictly categorized as occurring
only with lysine residues as bona fide ubiquitination sites.62,70 Only a couple dozen cases have
more recently described examples of non-lysine dependent ubiquitination.76 77 Serine, threonine,
and in rare cases, cysteines can be targets for ubiquitination.
To determine which of these potential alternatives to classical ubiquitination was occurring
at this site, a series of truncation mutants were made of gA3-stub. gA3-stub-D171 and D183
showed extensive surface accumulation with no ubiquitin co-localization, which is reminiscent of
classical adhesion molecules, such as E cadherins81. Three-dimensional reconstruction of the
gA3-stub-D171 revealed that those mutants accumulate in filopodial structures. It is difficult to
determine if the filopodia result from the gA3-stub-D171 accumulation or if HEK 293 makes those
filopodia structures constitutively and because gA3-stub-D171 accumulates on the surface,
filopodia can then be visualized.
gA3-stub-D164 is identical phenotype to gA3-stub in terms of trafficking, but it was
determined that the sequence GSRKSHLIF absent in gA3-stub-D171 and present in gA3-stubD164 determines the fate of the ubiquitination and trafficking. These findings are consistent with
the previous findings that 26 amino acids52 on gA3 VCD between D190 and D163 are important
for trafficking Pcdhs into multivesicular bodies82. Within the GSRKSHLIF site, suspected target
lysine 761 was ruled out as a possible ubiquitination site, as were the remaining lysines K783 and
K797. It was then realized that this site also contains two serine residues, which could potentially
be ubiquitinated. In rare cases, ubiquitination might occur at serine or threonine residues, instead
of the classical bona fide ubiquitination site of lysine.76

77

Nonetheless, changing those two

residues, Ser 759 and Ser 762, to alanine did not demonstrate any decrease in ubiquitination,
and rather even slightly increased ubiquitination. Because alanine and arginine cannot be
ubiquitinated, the entire GSRKSHLIF sequence therefore ruled out as the site of ubiquitination. It
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was then proposed that this was not a site for direct ubiquitination but rather a site which regulates
ubiquitination. One possible explanation for the significance of GSRKSHLIF site in ubiquitination
is that it may act as a binding site of the E3 ligase. This enzyme is responsible for the catalytic
reaction of transferring ubiquitin protein to the target proteins.69,73,83 If GSRKSHLIF is the binding
site for the E3 ligase, the absence of this segment might suppress ubiquitination.
Phosphorylation is known to be a major factor regulating the ubiquitination process.83–87
To address the likelihood of phosphorylation of the two serine residues in the GSRKSHLIF
segment, the entire VCD sequence of Pcdh-gA3 was run through the web platform NetPhos 3.1
to analyze seine, threonine, and tyrosine sites for phosphorylation.78 It was identified that serine
759 and serine 762 were predicted to be more likely to be phosphorylated than other serines in
the VCD. The GSRKSHLIF site has been shown to have a great importance in ubiquitination,
endosomal trafficking, and surface expression. If this significance was present on the Pcdh gA3
isoform of the gamma family, then perhaps GSRKSHLIF may also have significance amongst the
other 11 isoforms. It was discovered that most of these serines were conserved among gamma
A isoforms.
The three-dimensional structure had not been solved for the cytoplasmic domain of the
Pcdhs due to the high level of disorder. Different web models were used to predict a structure of
the VCD, with particular interest as to whether the GSRKSHLIF site has any secondary structure.
Analysis using Phyre2 showed that Ser 759 and Ser 762 are incorporated in the conserved loop.
However, the problem with this program is that it is just a prediction based on already solved
protein structures. Then, in 2021 a Nature journal published a paper with a novel approach to
elucidating a proteins structure. A close collaboration of scientists and computer engineers
developed an artificial neural network in which AI could be taught to predict and solve any protein’s
structures based on any sequences alone.80 AlphaFold AI can predict a highly accurate 3D protein
structure competing with X-ray crystallography.80 All proteins from the PDB that have been
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analyzed by AlphaFold are available freely online.80 As Phyre2 had done in the preliminary
predictions, AlphaFold also predicted a conserved loop at the SRKS site within the GSRKSHLIF
sequence.
In the gA3-stub-D171-GFP construct, removal of the GSRKSHLIF sequence resulted in a
dramatic change of trafficking and ubiquitination. Predicted phosphoserines (Serine 759 and
Serine 762) on GSRKSHLIF could be important for controlling this ubiquitination and endosomal
trafficking. I hypothesize that this loop could act as a switch to regulate ubiquitination by
phosphorylation. A loop at the SXKS motif may serve as a binding site for E3 ligase, and
phosphorylation of serines at the loop of the SXKS motif could regulate the binding of the E3
ligase. For example, if serines are phosphorylated, the negative charge from the phosphate group
could potentially change the structure of the loop in a way that E3 ligase could no longer bind, or
the negative charge instead could interfere with E3 ligase binding affinity. VCD ubiquitination and
possible phosphorylation could be the main factors controlling Pcdh trafficking. Understanding the
molecular mechanism that controls Pcdh trafficking will help us to reveal how synaptogenesis and
self-avoidance are controlled during neural development. This helps us to better identify and
understand the nature of neuropsychiatric diseases, including autism spectrum disorders.
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Chapter 3. A potential serine phosphorylation site in the Pcdh-gA3 VCD controls
ubiquitination in a lysine-independent fashion
3.1 Introduction
Studies have shown that the gamma subfamily of Pcdhs is involved in the avoidance of
dendrites of the same cell in cerebellar Purkinje cells as well as in retinal amacrine cells27,88 where
knocking out the gamma clusters results in a high level of dendrite crossing and collapse.40 Even
though Pcdh isoforms resemble cadherins in structure, they appear to serve very different
functions. Among the characteristics that set them apart from other cadherins is their intracellular
localization at synaptic organelles and their avoidance-like function.33,47 Pcdh proteins are able to
establish homophilic interactions via extracellular cadherin domains similar to classical cadherins
but also mediate dendritic self-avoidance in neurons and act as repulsion proteins.89 On the other
hand, it has been demonstrated that Pcdhs are capable of interacting via the cytoplasmic variable
domain.54 It remains unknown how homophilic interactions of the extracellular cadherin domains
and interactions across the variable cytoplasmic domain translate into Pcdh avoidance behavior.
Previous published research and data from Chapter 2 had established that VCD plays an
important role in the trafficking of Pcdhs in various types of cells.50,53 How does the ability of VCD
to regulate trafficking relate to avoidance behavior in neurons? To answer this question, it is
imperative to understand the molecular mechanisms of intracellular trafficking. I proposed that
Pcdhs ubiquitination triggers endocytosis and ubiquitinated Pcdhs traffic to the recycling or late
endosomes, where Pcdh removal from the cell surface in part explains its avoidance properties.
Yet what are the mechanisms of this control? The significance of the sequence GSRKSHLIF for
ubiquitination and endosomal trafficking has been demonstrated in Chapter 2 where it was found
that mutations of Ser 762 and Ser 759 to alanine and Lys 761 to arginine in a GSRKSHLIF had
no effect on ubiquitination. On the other hand, it was predicted that Ser 762 and Ser 759 might
be phosphorylated in a conserved loop. Moreover, the process of ubiquitination was found to not
be conjugated to lysines in the VCD.
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It has been show that ubiquitination can occur at serine, threonine, or cysteine
residues.76,77 It is commonly observed that the process of ubiquitination is governed by the
phosphorylation of either the E3 ligase or the target protein.83–87 Based on preliminary data,
ubiquitination of the gA3-stub under the control of Ser 762 and Ser 759 phosphorylation may be
the main regulator of endosomal trafficking. The mechanisms of ubiquitination and
phosphorylation may also be involved in determining whether Pcdhs will be expressed on the cell
surface. All of these factors may work together to enhance avoidance properties during
neurogenesis, or they may work in opposition when mature synapse are stabilized with Pcdhs.32
This chapter demonstrates that pseudo-phosphorylation of Ser 762 and Ser 759 can
negatively affect ubiquitination, where non-phosphorylatable Ser 762 and Ser 759 favor an
increase in ubiquitination. Also, it was found that the presence of the GSRKSHLIF site was
important for the ubiquitination of gA3-stub, where the mutagenesis of Thr 756 and Ser 754 to
alanine and glutamic amino acids significantly diminished ubiquitination. Also, there was evidence
that removing segments upstream of GSRKSHLIF differentially affected ubiquitination, indicating
a multifunctional role of the VCD. In particular, it was found that two novel ubiquitinated proteins
of 55 and 28 kD were correlated with ubiquitination defective gA3-stub mutants predominantly
expressed at the cell surface.
In addition, it was discovered that pseudophosphorylated mutant of gA3-stub SSEE was
capable of redirecting gA3 FL-RFP to accumulate it more readily at junctions. Furthermore, the
pseudophosphorylation of Ser 762 and Ser 759 and the point mutation of Thr 756 and Ser 754 to
alanine significantly increased the number of junctions in gA3 FL cells by stabilizing the protein at
the surface. Upon creation of the stable HEK 293 gA3 FL cell line, it was demonstrated that
increased serine phosphorylation and reduced ubiquitination of gA3 FL proteins contributed to its
stabilization.
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3.2 Results
3.2.1 Pseudo-phosphorylation controls ubiquitination
The role of the GSRKSHLIF segment in the Pcdh-gA3 VCD in trafficking remains unknown.
However, it was found to contain two serine residues that are predicted to be phosphorylated (see
Chapter 2). To test whether phosphorylation of Ser 759 and Ser 762 could play a role in Pcdh
trafficking, these 2 residues were changed to glutamic acid, in order to simulate phosphorylation.
Glutamic acid is a negatively charged amino acid that mimics the phosphorylation of serine and
threonine.90

Figure 3.1. gA3-stub pseudo phosphorylation of serines decreases the ubiquitination level according to IP blots.
The gA3 stub serine mutants (g A3-stub S759E; gA3 -stub S762E; gA3-stub SSEE) were made using site-directed
mutagenesis, then were transfected into HEK293 cells, and immunoprecipitated with anti-GFP beads. Precipitates were
electrophoresed on a 10% agarose gel and blotted using anti-GFP and ubiquitin (Ubi-1). gA3-stub S762E mutants
demonstrated a very low impact on ubiquitination, while gA3-stub S759E had a much larger impact on the ubiquitination
reduction. Furthermore, double mutation, gA3-stub SSEE, reduced ubiquitination levels significantly.

Transfected cells were lysed after transfection with different constructs (gA3-stub, gA3-stub
S759E, gA3-stub S762A, gA3-stub SSEE double mutant, and gA3-stub-D171). The GFP-tagged
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constructs were then immunoprecipitated using agarose anti-GFP beads. Pseudophosphorylation
of Ser 762 by glutamic acid slightly suppressed ubiquitination (Fig. 3.1) as compared to wild-type
gA3-stub. Changing Ser 759 resulted in a significantly lower degree of ubiquitination than Ser 762.
However, a double mutation of Ser 762 and Ser 759, referred to as a gA-stub SSEE, resulted in
an even larger reduction of ubiquitination compared to the gA3-stub. However, this reduction was
not a complete ubiquitination reduction as the gA3-stub-D171 (Fig. 3.1). Based on these findings,
it can be concluded that Ser 762 and Ser 759, which were predicted to be phosphorylated, can
affect ubiquitination.

3.2.2 Non-phosphorylatable Ser 762 and Ser 759 increase ubiquitination
To validate the findings that a decrease in ubiquitination results from substituting a
negative charge at Ser 762 and Ser 759 rather than a simple change of these serines to another
amino acid, Ser 762 and Ser 759 were changed to alanines (gA3-stub SSAA) (Fig. 3.2 A). As
shown in Figure 3.2 B, the alanine mutations actually caused an increase in ubiquitination
compared to the gA3-stub (Fig. 3.2 B, C) by approximately 25%. These results were confirmed by
3 independently quantified experiments (Fig. 3.2 C). This result suggests that the negative charge
of a glutamic acid at Ser 759 and Ser 762 specifically reduces ubiquitination at a site within the
VCD that was shown to be not dependent on the 3 lysines in the VCD sequence (see Chapter 2).
This result was confirmed by a confocal imaging. Similar to gA3-stub-GFP co-transfected
with Ub-RFP, gA3stub SSAA-GFP colocalizes strongly with intracellular Ub-RFP puncta. In
contrast, gA3-stub SSEE-GFP has a distinct surface expression similar to what was shown for the
the gA3-stub-D171 and gA3-stub-D183 in Chapter 2 (Fig. 3.2, Fig. 2.9 C and Fig. 2.6 E).
Additionally, gA3-stub SSEE-GFP had a very low level of colocalization with Ub-RFP. Thus, the
predicted serine phosphorylation sites in the VCD can affect ubiquitination and surface trafficking
when pseudophosphorylated.
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Figure 3.2. gA3-stub pseudo phosphorylation of serines decrease the ubiquitination level. A. Protein
sequences of gA3-stub, serine mutants; gA3-stub SSEE and gA3-stub SSAA. B All constructs were transfected into
HEK293 cells and immunoprecipitated with anti-GFP beads. Precipitates were electrophoresed on a 10% agarose
gel and blotted with anti GFP and ubiquitin (Ubi-1). The control gA3-stub demonstrated a distinguished ubiquitination
smear. The gA3-stub SSEE construct, however, showed a significant reduction in ubiquitination smear generation.
gA3-stub SSAA, on the other hand, had a significant increase in ubiquitination detected. C. Quantitative analysis of
the WB of 3 different independent experiments. Analysis was performed by using ImageJ to analyze a ratio of total
expressed protein (anti GFP) to ubiquitination (Ubi-1). Results were analyzed by t-test, *** p<0.001. D. gA3 stub
SSAA GFP and gA3 stub SSEE GFP were co-transfected with Ub-RFP in HEK 293 cells. Cells were fixed in 4%
paraformaldehyde and imaged on confocal microscopy. gA3-stub SSAA displayed intracellular puncta colocalized
with ubiquitin-RFP phenotypically the same as gA3-stub while the gA3-stub SSEE showed only surface expression
and no Ub-RFP colocalization. (F) Quantification analysis of confocal imaging was performed by using ImageJ.
Results analyzed by t-test, *** p<0.001.

3.2.3 Identification of serine and threonine-dependent ubiquitination sites in the Pcdh-gA3
VCD upstream of the GSRKSHLIF sequence
In Chapter 2, I found that ubiquitination of the VCD was not dependent on any of the 3
lysine VCD residues. It is possible that ubiquitination can occur on serine, threonine or cysteine
residues. Within the entire VCD, there are 11 serine residues, 5 threonines, and 1 cysteine. All of
these amino acids may serve as potential sites for E3 ligase mediated ubiquitination.76,77 The
shortest gA3-stub truncation that still exhibited ubiquitination was the gA3- stub-D164 in which 8
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threonines and 2 serines were removed (see Fig. 2.8 B). Therefore the gA3- stub-D164 was used
as a template to map the ubiquitination sites among the remaining serines and threonines (Fig.
3.3A).
Site-direct mutagenesis was used to make gA3-stub-D164 S759A, K760R, S762A using
the gA3-stub-D164 as a construct template (gA3-stub-D164 ARA, Fig. 3.3A). Ser 759 and Ser 762
were replaced with alanine and Lys 761 was replaced with arginine to eliminate the possibility
that Ser 759, Ser 762, and Lys 761 could be ubiquitinated. The construct gA3-stub-D164 ARA
showed a high degree of colocalization with Ub-RFP same as gA3-stub-D164 and gA3-stub
(Figures 3.3 A, C, B and 3.4 D). These results confirmed that Ser 759, Ser 762, and Lys 761 are
not ubiquitination sites, but their presence in the GSRKSHLIF site is essential for ubiquitination to
occur (Fig 2.9).

3.2.4 Threonine 756 and Serine 754 are necessary for ubiquitination
The remaining serine and threonine residues were mutated in the gA3-stub-D164 ARA
template. First, a mutation of Thr 756 to alanine was made to create a new construct, gA3-stubD164 ARA T756A. Confocal imaging with Ub-RFP demonstrated a reduction in ubiquitination
(data not shown). After serine 754 was changed to alanine, a double mutant was created, gA3stub-D164 ARA T756A S754A (Fig.3.3 A, E). The new mutant leads to dramatic changes in
ubiquitination and trafficking. Confocal microscopy has revealed that the gA3-stub-D164 ARA
T756A S754A double mutant appears to have surface expression similar to that found in gA3stub-D171-GFP or gA3-stub-D183-GFP (see Fig. 2.5 F, Fig. 2.6 E, Fig 2.10 C, and Fig. 2.11).
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Figure 3.3. Serine 754 and Threonine 756 are sites required for ubiquitination. A. Protein sequences of
gA3-stub-D164, serine/threonine mutants. All point mutations were made using site-directed mutagenesis.
Serines 754, 759, 762 and threonine 756 were changed to alanine residues. C, D, E. All constructs were
transfected into HEK293 cells, fixed in 4 % paraformaldehyde, and imaged with confocal microscopy. gA3stubD164 and gA3 -stub-D164 ARA resembled the same phenotype and have a high degree of colocalization
with Ub-RFP. gA3-stub-D164 ARA T756A S754S have no intracellular puncta and localized at the cell surface.
B. gA3-stub-D164 mutants were analyzed by western blot. All mutants were transfected into HEK 293 cells and
immunoprecipitated with anti-GFP beads. Precipitates were electrophoresed on a 10% agarose gel and blotted
with anti-GFP and ubiquitin (Ubi-1). A3-stub, A3-stubD164 and gA3-stub-D164 ARA demonstrate a ubiquitin
smear, whereas gA3-stub-D164 ARA T756A S754A exhibits a significant reduction in ubiquitination. A3-stubD164 ARA T756A S754S S750A T748A completely lacked any ubiquitination signal, which suggests that S750A
T748 can also be ubiquitinated.
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Figure 3.4. 3D reconstruction of gA3-stub and gA3-stub-D164 mutants. gA3-stub, gA3-stub SSEE, gA3-stubD164 ARA, gA3-stub-D164 ARA å S/T748A constructs were transfected along with Ub-RFP into HEK293 cells.
Cells were fixed with 4%PFA and imaged using confocal microscopy. ~75 pictures were taken in a frame using
405, 488, ang 569 channels. Using ImageJ, all pictures were analyzed and stacked, and a 3D reconstruction of
the image was made. gA3-stub and gA3-stub-D164 ARA have indistinguishable phenotypes with a large number
of intracellular puncta and high levels of Ub-RFP colocalization. gA3-stub SSEE demonstrated the similar results
as D171, gA3-stub-D164 ARA åS748A with a high level of surface expression, the production of surface spikes or
filopodia-like structures, and diminutive intracellular expression with little to no Ub-RFP colocalization.
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Western blot analysis confirmed that gA3-stub-D164 ARA T756A S754A shows a
significantly reduced ubiquitination signal. Furthermore, gA3-stub-D164 ARA T756A S754A
S750A T748A mutant was made (Fig.3.3A). This mutant showed a complete absence of
ubiquitination signal. Therefore, not only T756 and S754 but also S750 and T748 can also
represent ubiquitination sites (Fig.3.4 A) and (Fig.3.2).
Three-dimensional reconstructions of confocal images of gA3-stub, gA3-stub SSEE, gA3stub-D164 ARA, and gA3-stub-D164 ARA T756A S754A S750A T748A mutants were made to
illustrate how different mutations affect intracellular trafficking and cell appearance (Fig.3.4A).
First, gA3stub and gA3-stub-D164 ARA showed the same indistinguishable phenotype and
colocalized strongly with Ub-RFP. Similarly, to gA3-stub-D171 GFP (see Fig. 2.10 C), gA3-stub
SSEE showed greater expression on the cell surface but without forming filopodia as gA3-stub
D171 (see Fig. 2.11). By examining carefully (Fig 2.10) and (Fig.3.4 E), we see that gA3-stubD171 as well as gA3-stub-D164 ARA T756A S754A S750A T748A exhibit the same phenotype,
and both mutants produced filopodial structures on the cell surface.

3.2.5 Ubiquitination site confirmed in untruncated VCD stub
gA3-stub-D164 ARA and its mutant constructs contributed to the identification of two critical
amino acids, T756A and S754A, which were found to be required for ubiquitination. Next, it was
necessary to determine whether these findings extend to the untruncated gA3-stub as well.
Alanine point mutations were made on the gA3 stub targeting Ser 762, Ser 759, Thr 756, Ser 754,
and Ser 750 to test the level of ubiquitination (Fig 3.5). Western blot of S762A, S759A, and S750A
showed the same level of ubiquitination as colocalization with Ub-RFP on confocal images
(Fig.3.7). Yet, a single point mutation on either Thr 756 or Ser 754 to alanine was sufficient to
drastically decrease ubiquitination (Fig 3.5).
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Figure 3.5. Serine 754 and threonine 756 are required for ubiquitination. 4 serines and one threonine (S750,
S754, T756, S752, S762) were replaced with alanine on gA3-stub, using a site direct mutagenesis. All mutants
and gA3-stub were transfected into HEK293 cells and immunoprecipitated with anti-GFP beads. Precipitates were
electrophoresed on a 10% agarose gel and blotted with anti-GFP and ubiquitin (Ubi-1). gA3 stub T756A and
S754A mutants showed the absence of ubiquitination, whereas the rest of the mutants maintained a ubiquitination
smear.

To check if pseudophosphorylation had any effect at these putative ubiquitination sites
similar to a double mutant of S762E and S759E, which we showed are not ubiquitination sites, I
made glutamic acid point mutations at Ser 762, Ser 759, Thr 756, Ser 754, and Ser 750 (Fig 3.6).
A western blot was used to analyze the mutants. Of these, only the gA3-stub and the gA3-stub
S750E have ubiquitination smears (Fig 3.6).
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Figure 3.6. Pseudophosphorylation of the ubiquitinated site eliminates ubiquitination signal. Using the
same procedure as the alanine experiment, the same four serine and one threonine residues (S750, S754, T756,
S752, S762) were now replaced with glutamic acid on gA3-stub to check for pseudophosphorylation. All mutants
and the gA3-stub were transfected into HEK293 cells and immunoprecipitated with anti-GFP beads. Precipitates
were electrophoresed on a 10% agarose gel and blotted with anti-GFP and ubiquitin (Ubi-1). gA3-stub T756E and
S754E mutants showed a complete absence of ubiquitination, whereas S752E, S762E have a significant
reduction in ubiquitination levels. gA3-stub S750E and gA3-stub were the only mutants to exhibit full ubiquitination
levels.

There was a slight reduction in the ubiquitination of S 762E and S759E, as observed
earlier in a Fig 3.1. On the other hand, T756E and S754E have a significant reduction of
ubiquitination, similar to what was observed in T756A and S754A mutants (Fig 3.5 and Fig. 3.6).
The reason why both T756A/E and S754A/E have the same reduced ubiquitination is because
neither alanine nor glutamic acids can be ubiquitinated by E3 ligases.
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Figure 3.7. Ubiquitination analysis of the major mutants. All constructs were co-transfected with Ub-RFP in
HEK 293 cells. Cells were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde and mounted. Each mutant was imaged using confocal
microscopy. gA3-stub, gA3-stub-D164, gA3-stub SSAA, gA3-stub S750A/E all exhibited the same phenotype
comprised of intracellular puncta colocalized with ubiquitin-RFP. The rest of the mutants showed surface expression
at different degrees and little to no Ub-RFP colocalization. (F) Quantification analysis of confocal images’ level of
ubiquitination was performed by using ImageJ. Results analyzed by t-test, *** p<0.001.
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3.2.6 Quantification of the confocal images of the ubiquitination defective mutants
All single alanine and glutamic acid mutations in gA3 stub were also double transfected
with Ub-RFP, and confocal microscopy images were analyzed in order to determine the extent of
colocalization with ubiquitin. The colocalization analysis of 12 mutants of the gA3-stub mutants
(Fig. 3.7) was carried out using an ImageJ and a novel colocalization essay described in a Chapter
4. Upon analysis of the confocal images, it was determined that more than 50% of all expressed
wild-type gA3-stub puncta in HEK cells colocalized with Ub-RFP. However, truncated proteins
such as gA3-stub-D183 and gA3-stub-D173 were not significantly colocalized with Ub-RFP while
gA3-stub-D164 andgA3-stub SSAA showed a similar level of Ub-RFP colocalization. In contrast,
gA3-stub SSEE showed a reduced level of Ub-RFP colocalization and exhibited a similar level to
that of T756A/E and S754A/E mutants. The results of this study align with those of a western blot.
When Ser 750 is replaced by either alanine or glutamic acid, there was no change in ubiquitination
levels on western blot or change in colocalization with Ub-RFP. Furthermore, S750A/E mutations
have no effect on trafficking within cells or on the localization of intracellular puncta. Thus, there
is strong evidence that Ser 754 and Thr 756 are ubiquitination sites.
Effects of mutations that affect ubiquitination in full-length Pcdh-gA3
It was determined that VCD is critical for trafficking 50,53 and this segment in isolation can
reconstitute the trafficking patterns of the full length Pcdh-gA3. Thus, all of the previous
experiments were conducted with gA3 stub to exclude the participation of the extracellular and
constant domains and this allowed the precise mapping of residues involved in ubiquitination.
However, it will be important to examine the effect of these mutations within the context of the
intact molecule.
Ser 759 and Ser 762 were substituted with glutamic acid in full-length gA3 (gA3 FL SSEE).
HEK 293 cells were transfected with gA3 FL SSEE and imaged by confocal microscopy. It was
found that gA3 FL SSEE was incorporated into the junctions at the higher degree (Fig. 3.8 C,
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B). In addition, gA3 FL SSEE was producing intracellular puncta, but to a much lower degree than
gA3 FL. As a measure of the differences in phenotypes, the number of junctions was measured
on gA3 FL and gA3 FL SSEE transfected cells (Fig.3.8). Each construct was found to have a
similar transfection efficiency of about 25% in HEK 293 cells (Figure 3.8 B). The main difference
between gA3 FL SSEE and gA3 FL is that the pseudophosphorylation mutant has twice as many
junctions as the wild type. In the Z-stack, it was shown that gA3 FL SSEE has a distinct junction
(Fig.3.8 B, D, F). Thus, I conclude that pseudophosphorylation stabilized Pcdh and allowed it to
be incorporated into junctions at the higher rate possibly by reducing ubiquitination.

Figure 3.8. Pseudo phosphorylation of gA3 FL doubled number of junctions. A. gA3 FL and C. gA3 FL SSEE
were transfected in HEK 293 cells, fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde, mounted on slides and imaged. B. The same
number of cells were seeded and transfected with the same amount of DNA to get the same efficiency of transfection.
The number of junctions were counted for all transfected cells. gA3 FL SSEE produced twice the amount of junctions
than gA3 FL. B. Results analyzed by t-test, *** p<0.001. D,F a Z-stack was made out of 100 pictures taken in frames
of two channels. 3D image was constructed using ImageJ.
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Other key mutations were made in the full-length molecule to compare the number of
junctions. In line with the predictions, gA3 FL SSAA did not differ significantly from gA3 FL in terms
of the number of junctions. gA3 FL SSAA had 5.9 junctions per 50 transfected cells, as compared
to 4.9 junctions in gA3 FL (Fig 3.9). In contrast, cells transfected with gA3 FL D183 demonstrated
that almost every other cell that expressed gA3 FL D183 had junctions, or 25 junctions per 50
transfected cells (Fig 3.9). Individual mutations of serine 754 (gA3 FL T754A) and threonine 756
(gA3 FL T756A) to alanine in the full-length molecule resulted in an increase in the number of
junctions of the same magnitude as gA3 FL SSEE. gA3 FL T754A had 7.9 junctions and gA3 FL
T756A had 9.4 junctions per 50 transfected cells (Fig. 3.9). However, mutations of both of these
serines to alanine in the full-length molecule (gA3 FL T754A T756A) had more dramatic effect on
the number of junctions, 15.3 junctions per 50 transfected cells (Fig 3.9).

Figure 3.9. Ubiquitin defective mutants: 756A, 756A and double mutant 756A/756A significantly increased
in number of junctions. A. All mutants were transfected in HEK 293 cells, fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde,
mounted on slides, and imaged using confocal microscopy. Number of junctions were count for all transfected
cells for each construct. gA3 FL SSEE and gA3 FL T756A showed the same results in which they produced twice
as many junctions as gA3 FL Delta 183. It was showed that every 50 transfected cells had an average of 25
junctions. gA3 FL T756A S754A double mutants had 15 junction per 50 transfected cells, which is 3 times more
than gA3 FL. Results analyzed by t-test, **** p<0.001.
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3.2.7 Pseudophorylated Pcdh gA3-stub SSEE-GFP can redirect trafficking of gA3 FL-RFP
to accumulate at junctions
It was previously found that Pcdhs associate with each other through their cytoplasmic
domains. 54 What is the nature of the interaction between ubiquitin defective Pcdhs mutants and
wild type Pcdhs? Full length gA3 fused to RFP (gA3 FL-RFP) and gA3-stub SSEE-GFP were cotransfected into HEK293 cells and recruitment to junctions was analyzed (Fig 3.10 E).
When gA3 FL-RFP and gA3-stub-GFP were co-transfected there was a very high level of
colocalization. It was found that 79.8% of all expressed gA3 FL-RFP intracellular puncta (junctions
not included) colocalized with gA3-stub-GFP (Fig 3.10 B, D). However, the colocalization of gA3FL-RFP with gA3-stub SSEE-GFP was significantly lower (Fig. 3.10 B, E). Approximately 50% of
all expressed gA3-FL-RFP colocalized with gA3-stub SSEE-GFP, whereas 70% of gA3 FLRFP colocalized with gA3 stub SSAA-GFP (Fig 3.10 B, F).
When gA3-stub SSEE-GFP was co-transfected with gA3 FL-RFP, both constructs
accumulated more readily at junctions (Fig. 3.10 C, E) as indicated by an increase in the intensity
ratio of junctional fluorescence to intracellular puncta fluorescence for both constructs relative to
wild-type gA3-stub and gA3 FL-RFP (Fig. 3.10 C, D). gA3-stub SSAA did not alter the intensity
ratio of gA3 FL-RFP relative to wild-type gA3-stub (Fig 3.10 C, F).
Image analysis for the red channel (gA3 FL-RFP) showed that when gA3 stub SSEE-GFP
was co-transfected with gA3 FL-RFP (Fig. 3.10 E), it was found that the average pixel intensity of
the junctions of gA3 FL-RFP (red) was significantly greater than the puncta (Fig. 3.10 G), whereas
when cells were co-transfected with gA3 FL-RFP and gA3-stub or gA3-stub SSAA, the average
pixel intensity of junctions was relatively similar (Fig. 3.10 G).
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Figure 3.10. Pseudophosphorylated mutants gA3 FL SSEE redirect gA3 FL-RFP leading to their accumulation
at the junction. A. Protein sequences of gA3-stub-GFP mutants. D, E, F gA3-stub-GFP mutants and gA3-stub-GFP
were co-transfected with gA3-FL-RFP in HEK 293 cells for 24 hours, fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde, mounted on slides
and imaged. B Level of colocalization was measured between RFP (red puncta) and GFP (green puncta). Only gA3stub SSEE-GFP showed reduced colocalization with gA3 FL-RFP, whereas gA3 FL-RFP and gA3-stub-GFP
maintained a very high degree of colocalization. G, H. Average pixel Intensity of the intracellular puncta and junctions
were separately measured using ImageJ. gA3 FL-RFP ,gA3-stub and gA3-stub SSAA-GFP have no difference in their
average pixel Intensity either between intracellular puncta or junctions. gA3-stub SSEE-GFP accumulated at the
junction and gA3 FL-RFP average pixel Intensity at the junction were much higher than at intracellular puncta. C.
Intensity ratio of junction to puncta showed that in gA3 FL-RFP and gA3-stub-GFP/gA3-stub SSAA-GFP it was no
difference in the average pixel intensity of red and green channels. Whereas gA3-stub SSEE-GFP had a significant
increase in the average pixel intensity either of red or green channel of junctions and intracellular puncta compared to
gA3-stub. Results analyzed by t-test, *** p<0.001.

Similar results were found for the green channels. Where only gA3-stub SSEE showed a
significant difference in the pixel intensity between the junctions and intracellular puncta (Fig. 3.10
H).
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This data indicates that pseudophosphorylated gA3-stub SSEE-GFP was able to redirect
trafficking of gA3 FL-RFP via VCD interaction to the cell surface where gA3 FL-RFP accumulations
were incorporated at the junctions, and accumulation at the intracellular puncta decreased. Taken
together with data showing that pseudophosphorylated gA3 FL SSEE accumulated more at the
junctions (see Fig.3.8 B, D, F) and pseudophosphorylated gA3-stub SSEE showed a tendency to
accumulate homogeneously at the surface (see Fig. 2.10 C) but also, was able to redirect gA3
FL-RFP trafficking to the junctions (Fig.3.10 C, E, G), indicats that surface expression and junction
formation depend on Pcdh stabilization by possible serine phosphorylation.

3.2.8 Stable HEK 293 gA3 FL cell line revealed that Pcdh expression from intracellular to
surface changed over days
A stable HEK 293 gA3 FL cell line was created by lentiviral transduction. Cells were plated
and the time course of gA3 FL accumulation in cellular compartments was monitored by confocal
microscopy. The cells were seeded and incubated for one to six days (Fig. 3.11). At 24 hours, the
cells exhibited the same phenotype as HEK 293 cells transiently transfected with gA3 FL for 24
hours, having intracellular puncta and occasional junctions (Fig.3.11 day1). Over the course of
the second and third days, cells gradually accumulate more junctions, but still had some puncta
(Figure 3.11). Starting from the fourth day to the sixth, HEK 293 gA3 FL cells expressed gA3 FL
mostly on the cell surface of the cells which were incorporated at the junctions, with few
intracellular puncta. Thus, the gA3 FL can be stabilized over time at the cell surface.
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Figure 3.11. Stable HEK293 gA3 cell line exclusively accumulates at cell surface from day four onward. A
stable HEK cell line endogenously expressing Pcdh gA3 was seeded and incubated for 1 through 6 days. Cells
were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde, mounted on slides, and imaged using confocal microscopy. gA3 Fl made
intracellular puncta and demonstrated a relatively high number of junctions. Starting from the day number 4. gA3 Fl
exclusively accumulated at the cell surface and lacked intracellular puncta.

3.2.9 Pcdh gA3 FL stabilization is accompanied by increased serine phosphorylation and
reduced ubiquitination
To determine whether stabilization at the junction involves serine phosphorylation and
ubiquitination, the stable cell line was seeded and lysed at 6, 12, 24, 48, 96, and 144 hours to and
gA3 FL was immunoprecipitated and immunoblotted with antibodies to phosphoserine and
ubiquitin.
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Figure 3.12. Stable HEK293 cell line continuously expressing gA3 maintains same ubiquitination level but
exhibits increased level of phosphorylation. A stable HEK cell line endogenously expressing Pcdh gA3 were
seeded and incubated for 6, 12, 24, 48, 96 and 144 hours. Cells were lysed and immunoprecipitated with anti-GFP
beads. Each sample was divided equally for experiments A and B. Precipitates were electrophoresed on 10% agarose
gel and blotted with anti-GFP, ubiquitin (Ubi-1), and anti-phospho-serine antibodies. A. gA3 Fl at the different times of
incubation were stained with ubiquitin (Ubi-1) and anti-phospho-serines antibodies. After 24 hours of incubation,
observed phosphorylation was more than at times 48-144 hours. However, ubiquitination level did not change during
this time frame. B. No significant difference in the level of ubiquitination was observed according to the level of GFP.
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Figure 3.12 illustrates two western blots. Each blot contains the same samples derived from the
same batch of the lysed cells and then divided equally for each blot. It was found the ubiquitination
level in cells expressing for 6 and 12 hours after seeding was similar, but after 24 hours, the level
of ubiquitination increased, reaching its maximum in 48 hours (Fig 3.12 A). However, the level of
ubiquitination of gA3 FL decreased again in a fifth day of the expression and was similar to that
was observed in 24 hours. In the sixth day level of ubiquitination was decreased to the levels at
6 and 12 hours (Fig 3.12 A and B). Nevertheless, staining with anti-phosphoserine antibodies
revealed that levels of serine phosphorylation gradually increased and reached their maximum in
a sixth day (Fig 3.12 A). The results indicated that phosphorylation of serines could stabilize PcdhgA3 on the cells surface by preventing ubiquitination. Similar results were obtained for the Hela
gA3 FL cell line (data not shown).

3.2.10 Removal of segments differentially affect ubiquitination
It was found previously that gA3-stub can interact and coprecipitate with gA3 FL via ~ 20
amino acids (745 – 765) in VCD54. Moreover, in Fig 3.10 it was shown that pseudophosphorylated
and ubiquitination defective Pcdh mutant gA3-stub SSEE was able to redirect trafficking of the
gA3 FL to the surface via the VCD. The VCD was found to be important not only for trafficking but
also important for interaction with other Pcdh isoforms. It was also observed that the same amino
acids on the VCD were equally important for ubiquitination. Five internal deletions of six amino
acids within the gA3-stub (DDF, DLQ, DEA, DGH, DLP) were tested for ubiquitination where DDF
starting from 740 a.a. and DLP ended at 770 a.a. (Fig 3.13 A).
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Figure 3.13. Internal deletions of gA3 stub. (A) Complete sequence of the cytoplasmic region of the stub and location
of 6 amino acids internal deletions. (B) The gA3 stub and 5 mutants of gA3 stub; DDF, DLQ, DEA, DGH, DLP were
transfected into HEK293 cells and immunoprecipitated with anti-GFP beads. Precipitates were electrophoresed and
blotted for GFP (right) and ubiquitin (Ubi-1) (left). The stub exhibited the characteristic smear of ubiquitin
immunoreactivity while DDF, DEA did not. DLP had slightly reduced ubiquitination levels. DLQ exhibited the same level
of ubiquitination as gA3 stub, whereas DGH had a significantly amplified smear of ubiquitin. (C,D,E,F,G,H) The gA3 stub
GFP and 5 gA3 stub GFP; DDF, DLQ, DEA, DGH, DLP mutants were co-transfected with Ub-RFP in HEK cells. Cells
were fixed and imaged with Leica SP2 confocal microscopy. The gA3 stub exhibited colocalization with ubiquitin-RFP,
same as DGH. While gA3 stub DDF, DEA, and DLP have surface expression and no colocalization with ubiquitin-RFP.
gA3 stub DLQ was shown to be ubiquitinated in a total and surface fraction in the western blot. In aconfocal microscopy
it was shown that gA3 stub DLQ expressed on the cell surface and exhibited intracellular puncta that entirely colocalized
with Ub-RFP.

We found that gA3-stub mutants DDF, DEA, and DLP were highly expressed at the cell
surface and did not colocalize with co-transfected Ub-RFP as well as had reduced ubiquitin
smears on western blots (Fig. 3.13 D, F, H and B) similar to gA3-stub-D171 and D183 (see Fig.
2.5, Fig. 2.6, Fig. 2.10 C). In contrast, DGH exhibited a high level of ubiquitination on western blot
analysis, and DGH also made intracellular puncta that strongly colocalize with Ub-RFP (Fig. 3.13
B, G). Thus, although the GSRKSH segment, when pseduophosphorylated, can inhibit
ubiquitination (see Fig.3.2 B, D, E) but when this segment is removed, ubiquitination is preserved
or possibly increased. Thus, the E3 ligase that mediates ubiquitination most likely does not bind
to the GSRKSH segment but its activity could be regulated by this segment upon phosphorylation.
Reduction in ubiquitination for the DEA deletion could be a result of removal of the Thr 754 and
Ser 756 residues that we showed (Fig 3.13 B, F) are likely sites of ubiquitination. Finally, the DDF
deletion might interfere with the binding of the E3 ligase resulting in reduction of ubiquitination.

3.2.11 Identification of novel ubiquitinated proteins of 55 and 28 kDa associated with
ubiquitination defective gA3 stubs at the cell surface
Each stub construct was tagged with a FLAG epitope from the N-terminus, rather than
having a cadherin extracellular domain. Because of this, stubs expressed at the surface could be
selectively immunoprecipitated with anti-FLAG antibodies by incubating live cells with the
antibodies prior to lysis.
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Figure 3.14. Surface fraction identified ubiquitinated proteins of 55 and 28 kDa (A) Sequences of the gA3-stub, gA3stub-D183, and gA3-stub SSEE and gA3-stub; DDF, DLQ, DEA, DGH, DLP. B. gA3-stub, gA3-stub-D183, and gA3-stub
SSEE were transfected into HEK293 cells and immunoprecipitated with anti-GFP beads for the total fractions and probed
with anti GFP and anti-Ubiquitin. C,D,E,F Cells were transfected with gA3-stub, gA3-stub-D183, and gA3-stub SSEE and
gA3-stub; DDF, DLQ, DEA, DGH, DLP into HEK293 cells and were labeled live with anti-FLAG antibodies, which detects
only surface expression. Cells were 3x washed, lysed and surface labeled stubs were precipitated with protein A/G
agarose beads at 4C°. B,D,C,F All precipitates’ total and surface fractions were electrophoresed, transferred and blotted
for GFP and ubiquitin (Ubi-1). E HEK293 cells were transfected with gA3-stub, gA3-stub-D183, and gA3-stub SSEE and a
surface fraction was immunoprecipitated. Acrylamide gel was processed for the silver staining to visualize the main protein
pulled down from the surface fraction only. B,D,E Also, each experiment had a control, untransfected cells, which were
treated the same way as transfected cells. D,E,F gA3-stub, gA3-stub SSEE and gA3-stub; DDF, DLQ, DEA, DGH, DLP are
55kDa in size but truncated gA3-stub-D183 is 36 kDa in size. Those bands are marked by white rectangles in B, D, C. It
was also found that gA3-stub-D183 and DDF, DLQ, DEA, DLP all have ~55 and ~28 kDa ubiquitin positive bands marked
by red and blue rectangles, respectively. The same two bands can be seen in a silver stain gel (panel E) marked by red
(~55 kDa) and blue (~28kDa) rectangles. Moreover, gA3-stub SSEE has the same bands as others but at low intensity
marked by red and blue rectangles, respectively. gA3 stub had a very faint 55 kDa ubiquitin positive band marked by red
rectangle (panel D and F). Moreover, DLQ was the only mutant that exhibited a ubiquitination smear from the surface
expressed proteins (panel F). Silver stain also showed 100 kDa bands, which were absent from the anti-GFP and antiubiquitin stains marked by a green rectangle, whereas gA3-stub-D183 had the brightest band followed by gA3-stub SSEE
and gA3-stub, which exhibited faint bands
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HEK 293 cells were transfected with gA3-stub, gA3-stub-D183, gA3-stub SSEE and gA3stub DDF, DLQ, DEA, DGH, and DLP mutants and then were incubated with anti-FLAG antibodies
at 4 C°, washed extensively with fresh media, lysed, and surface-expressed stubs were
immunoprecipitated using protein A/G beads (Fig. 3.14 A), electrophoresed, blotted and probed
with anti-GFP, anti-ubiquitin or silver stained. Two distinct ubiquitin bands were detected using
anti-ubiquitin antibodies at 55 kDa (red rectangles) and 28 kDa (blue rectangles) (Fig. 3.14
D). These bands were observed at a high intensity in the ubiquitination defective gA3-stub-D183
and gA3-stub SSEE (Fig. 3.14 D) compared to wild-type gA3-stub. Probing the same blot with
anti-GFP confirmed the expression of the stub constructs (Fig. 3.14 D, white rectangles).The
same 55 and 28 kDa proteins from surface expressed immunoprecipitants were visible using
silver staining (Fig. 3.14 E). An additional ~100 kDa band was also present in the
immunoprecipitates on the silver stained gel that was unreactive to anti-ubiquitin antibodies
(green rectangles) and this band was more enriched in immunoprecipitates of ubiquination
defective gA3 stub mutants. A control sample of non-transfected cells did not display any protein
pulldown.
In contrast, immunoprecipitation with anti-GFP antibodies to enrich the total expressed
stub rather than just the surface fraction, did not reveal the presence of the bands that were
purified by surface immunoprecipitation (Fig. 3.14 B).
The gA3-stub DDF, DLQ, DEA, and DLP mutants also showed ubiquitin bands of 28 and
55 kDa (Fig 3.14 C) in surface immunoprecipitates while wild-type gA3-stub and DGH had reduced
levels of these bands.

3.3 Discussion
The studies in chapters 2 and 3 suggest that the Pcdh-gA3 VCD exhibits at least two
posttranslational modifications, ubiquitination and phosphorylation, two posttranslational
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modifications that seem to play an important role in Pcdh-gA3 intracellular trafficking and likely
the trafficking of all Pcdh-gA isoforms given the high conservation of the critical segments in the
VCD. In chapter 2, it was found that the GSRKSHLIF sequence was necessary for ubiquitination
to occur. However, it was also determined that when all potential ubiquitination sites in this
segment were mutated to residues that cannot be ubiquitinated, those mutations did not alter
ubiquitination, but rather increased it. It was also found that the 2 serines in this segment are
probable phosphorylation sites.
Phosphorylation is one of the most extensively studied post-translational modifications of
proteins. Protein phosphorylation occurs through the covalent transfer of a phosphate group on
either serine, threonine, or tyrosine by kinase activity, introducing 2 negative charges from 2
oxygens on each phosphate group. NetsPhos 3.1 is designed to predict phosphorylation sites for
the serine, threonine, and tyrosine residues. The platform’s prediction is based on the ability to
recognize a similar or identical protein sequence combinations of previously solved proteins in
which phosphorylation sites was phosphorylated by specific kinase. If a studied protein’s
sequence shares a similar amino acid pattern with an identified protein sequence that previously
have been recognized as a phosphorylation site, the target protein has a high likelihood of being
phosphorylated at the same sequence pattern using the same kinase system78. The gA3 VCD
sequence was run through NetPhos 3.1, and it was found that the highest possible
phosphorylation sites were predicted to be for Ser 762 and Ser 759 within the GSRKSHLIF
segment (see Fig 2.13)78.
Thus, pseudophosphorylation experiments were conducted to determine if these two
residues were a possible phosphorylation site. During kinase phosphorylation the phosphate
group introduces a negative charge which can alter the structure of a protein so that it becomes
active or inactive. Mutation of serine, tyrosine, or threonine to glutamic acid can be used to test
the phosphorylation of potentially phosphorylated residues by mimicking a negative charge 91,92.
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To examine pseudophosphorylation, the gA3-stub SSEE construct was made by site direct
mutagenesis to make S762E and S759E mutations in tandem. gA3-stub SSEE mutant showed
dramatic changes in trafficking patterns. After transfection to the HEK cells, it accumulated more
readily at the cell surface and showed reduced ubiquitination. In contrast single serine mutations
in this site did not have a significant impact on trafficking or ubiquitination. All these data suggest
that phosphorylation at the GSRKSHLIF site within the Pcdh-gA3 VCD is associated with
endosomal trafficking, surface expression, and ubiquitination. Among the main question
remaining to be answered is: Does the surface expression determine the ubiquitination or does
the level of ubiquitination determine the degree of surface expression? Nevertheless, the
pseudophosphorylation experiments showed that phosphorylation might control of ubiquitination.
In order to eliminate the possibility that mutagenesis itself could affect the trafficking, but
not the negative charge of glutamic acid, serine to alanine substitutions were used to validate the
finding of serine to glutamic acid mutations. Alanine is a small amino acid without a charge and
are unable to be phosphorylated. As a result of changing the predicted phosphorylation sites Ser
762 and Ser 759 to alanine (gA3-stub SSAA), there was no change trafficking, and this construct
was ubiquitinated at the higher level than wild-type gA3-stub. The combined data suggest that Ser
762 and Ser 759 are phosphorylation sites which can suppress ubiquitination when
phosphorylated.
The minimal truncation that still exhibited normal trafficking and ubiquitination was
truncated just after the GSRKSHLIP site (gA3-stub-D164) and this construct was used to
understand the significance of the GSRKSHLIP site in the absence of potentially confounding
residues downstream and was subjected to a variety of mutations to determine ubiquitination
sites. Changing all potential lysine ubiquitination sites within this segment did not affect trafficking
or ubiquitination. Thus, even though presence of the GSRKSHLIP site was found to be important
to conduct normal trafficking and ubiquitination, this site is not directly modified by ubiquitin.
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To identify potential ubiquitination sites, gA3-stub-D164 in which the serines and lysine
within the GSRKSHLIP segment were mutated to alanine and arginine respectively was used for
further mutagenesis studies to reveal addional upstream serines and/or threonines that might be
important for ubiquitination. In this way, it was found that Thr 756 and Ser 754 residues as well
as possibly on Thr 748 and Ser 750 were required for ubiquitination as both mutation to alanine
and glutamic acid reduce ubiquitination. To validate these findings, these mutations were
introduced into the gA3-stub construct as well as the full length gA3. These mutations increased
surface expression of the gA3 stub an increased junctions in full length gA3. From data it can be
concluded that that ubiquitination of gA3 is not lysine dependent but rather dependent on Thr 756
and Ser 754 residues as well as possibly on Thr 748 and Ser 750.
Non-canonical ubiquitination is very rare process, only few dozens of cases were
documented. It also might be due to a strong paradigm that only lysine residues can be
ubiquitinated as well as difficulties in identification of non-lysine ubiquitination sites. One of the
first study which documented that there is not lysine dependent ubiquitination was done in 1998
where it was found that MyoD is a tissue-specific transcriptional activator was ubiquitinated in vivo
and vitro when all lysine residues were substituted.93 A review article from 2013 had summarized
17 documented cases of the non-canonical ubiquitination proteins76. For example It was shown
that CD4 proteins can be ubiquitinated in non-canonical manner for the ER-associated
degradation.94 Moreover it was shown that proneural transcription factor Ngn2 was also
ubiquitinated in non-canonical manner and was targeted for the proteasomal degradation.
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A

study of the transmembrane receptor EGFR was shown that internalization and degradation
followed by EGF stimulation was dependent on distinct serine residues in the carboxyl-terminal
of the receptor. When those serines were mutated, EGFR ubiquitination was abolished.96
It has been found in previous studies and confirmed in this study that removing of the
majority of the VCD portion had the most dramatic effect on trafficking both in gA3 FL and gA3-
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stub. For example, removal of most of the VCD in full length gA3 causes the molecule to
accumulate mostly at the junction with few intracellular puncta. Removal of most of the VCD from
the stub constructs causes the molecule to accumulate diffusely on the cell surface and do not
participate in junctions due to lack of an adhesive extracellular domain. gA3-stub was therefore
used in most of the key studies because the stub constructs have only the VCD. This was done
to eliminate the confounding influence that cytoplasmic constant and extracellular domains could
be involved in ubiquitination and trafficking. Nonetheless, the reasonable question is whether
these findings also apply to the full-length molecules as well (gA3 FL). Because of the absence of
the constant cytoplasmic domain in gA3-stub, it was easy to analyze the differences in trafficking
between different mutants and therefore any mutations or modifications of VCD were significant
and efficient in disrupting trafficking. Additionally, all changes and disruptions were clearly visible
via confocal images or western blot. However it is possible that the constant cytoplasmic domain
may have some role in intracellular trafficking.52 When ubiquitination defective mutations were
performed on VCD of gA3 FL it had a detectable effect on trafficking but due to the buffering effect
of the constant cytoplasmic domain, the effect was less pronounced than the same mutations in
the gA3 stub.
Ability of the gA3 FL S754A T756A ubiquitination defective mutant to accumulate 3 times
more at the junction than gA3 FL suggests that defective ubiquitination process results in stalled
endocytosis,

therefore

causing

Pcdhs

to

accumulate

at

the

junctions.

Similarly,

pseudophosphorylation at S759 and S762 also suppressed ubiquitination and caused
accumulation at junctions also by possible restricting endocytosis. This data indicates that PcdhgA3 ubiquitination controlled by phosphorylation plays a significant role in the junction formation.
In this study, expression of the proteins of interest were studied by using transient
transfection in a period ranging from 18-36 hours, with an average analysis time of 24 hours, but
never exceeding 48 hours. Both transfected cells at 24 and 42 hours exhibited identical
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phenotypes. However, when a lentivirus vector was used to establish a stable HEK 293 and Hela
cells lines expressing full length gA3. It was found that cells stably expressing gA3 had more
junctions than cells transiently (via plasmid vector) expressing gA3. The analysis of 1-6 days of
Pcdh expression in the HEK 293 gA3 cell line and Hela gA3 cell lines (data not shown) revealed
that Pcdhs reached its peak of serine phosphorylation at the sixth day of expression but started
to accumulate predominantly on the cell surface at the junctions by the fourth day. Also, the
ubiquitination intensity peaked after 48 hours of expression, and then gradually declined. These
results support the role of ubiquitination and phosphorylation in Pcdh-gA3 accumulation at
junctions.
Previously published studies have found that internal deletions of 6 amino acids in VCD
and truncations of the VCD in the gA3 full length protein altered intracellular trafficking and
affected the morphological appearance of multivesicular bodies studies and visualized by the
Corelative Light Microscopy (CLEM). A mutant in which GSRKSHLIP segment was removed
internally, lacking 6 amino acids (GSRKSH), was found to form intracellular puncta with wavy
membranes and abnormally large vesicular bodies and a general lack of recycling tubules54. In
the current study gA3-stub with this mutation, had increased ubiquitination. This data indicate that
abnormally large vesicular bodies can be the result of amplified ubiquitination and increased rate
of the Pcdhs endocytosis and trafficking to the recycling endosomes. In contrast, internal deletion
of a segment containing Ser 754 and Thr 756, that were found to be ubiquitination sites in the
current study, exhibited reticular structures and lack of multivesicular bodies54 where in this study
it was shown that gA3-stub with this mutation was not ubiquitinated and highly expressed in the
surface.
Based on previous and current findings two conclusions can be drawn. Ubiquitination of
the VCD is necessary for normal trafficking to multivesicular bodies associated with tubules,
where Pcdhs may be sorted for further recycling. Second, the constant cytoplasmic domain also
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played a role in trafficking and recycling as when 26 amino acids (D741-752, which placed
between D163 and D190) were removed from the gA3 FL, it was still able to make occasional
tubules.52
Surface immunoprecipitation of ubiquitin defective mutants showed presence of
apparently monoubiquitinated proteins at 55 and 28 kDa. Among the possible explanations for
the nature of these proteins are the E2 and E3 ubiquitin ligases. Both E2 and E3 ligases are
covalently attached to one molecule of the ubiquitin protein. During the ubiquitination process,
ubiquitin binds to the generic E1 activating enzyme in an ATP-dependent manner. Ubiquitin is
then transferred to an E2 ligase enzyme. Once the E2~Ub conjugate enzyme has been formed,
Ub can be transferred, usually, to a lysine residue on a target protein with assistance from RING
E3 ubiquitin ligase. Alternatively, ubiquitin can first be transferred to a HECT/RBR E3 ubiquitin
ligase and then transferred to a substrate.72 It was found at least 600+ E3 ligases97 but it was
estimated that it could me more than 1000 E3 ligases. 98 There at least 4 different families of the
E3 ligases: U-box, HECT, RING-finger, and PHD-finger.98 But almost all cases of specific E3 ligases
have been described ubiquitination of the lysine residues on the target proteins. It is difficult to
say If there is a separate family of the E3 ligases which are able to transfer ubiquitin on serine,
threonine, tyrosine or cysteine residues or already discovered E3 ligases can do the same job.
However, a question stays open how does conventional E3 ligases then can recognize so many
residues?
Data also showed that monoubiquitinated proteins at 55 and 28 kDa have intensity of the
bands correlated with ubiquitination staining. Compared to gA3-stub SSEE, gA3-stub-D183 has
significantly brighter and wider 55 and 28 kDa ubiquitin bands. This finding correlates with that
gA3-stub-D183 more robustly expressed in the cell surface than gA3-stub SSEE. It has been
proposed that gA3-stub-D183 predominantly resides on the cell surface due to its inability to be
ubiquitinated. Thus, gA3-stub-D183 and other ubiquitin defective mutants cannot be endocytosed
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and removed from the cell surface. Although the E2~Ub and E3~Ub complex can bind to the gA3stub-D183 or other ubiquitin mutants, but complex cannot perform a catalytic reaction involved in
transferring ubiquitin to the Pcdh.
One the possible way to recognize E2 and E3 ligases is to narrow down ligases by size.
However, it should be taken in consideration that each E2 and E3 ligases has a single ubiquitin
covalently attached to it. Ubiquitin protein has molecular size of the 7.6 kDa thus
monoubiquitinated proteins at 55 and 28 kDa size include also size of the ubiquitin protein. It
might be possible to identity prospective ligases by performing proteomics of surface
immunoprecipitants from ubiquitination defective gA3-stubs mutans by isolating proteins from an
acrylamide gel.
Overall, my results suggest a possible mechanism for Pcdh-gA VCD ubiquitination (Fig.
3.15). The conserved GSRKSHLIF site forms a predicted loop, which is also predicted to be a
phosphoserine site and, can suppress ubiquitination when psuedophosphorylated, but is not itself
ubiquitinated. Serine and threonine residues upstream of this site are the ubiquitinated sites. The
top model represents how a single ubiquitin protein transfer on the target protein via E2 and E3
ligases. Most of the time, E2 and E3 form a complex which work together. Previous studies have
shown that a ~26 amino acid segment within the Pcdh-gA3 VCD has a role in trafficking and
surface expression. This segment likely has multiple functionalities given the fact that intermediate
phenotypes were observed upon partial removal of this segment.
I suggest that the E2 and/or E3 ligase complex binds to the juxtamembrane portion of the
VCD based on the fact that ubiquitination defective gA3 stubs immunoprecipitated with apparently
monoubiquitinated proteins of ~55 and ~28 kDa which could represent E2 and E3 ligases in a
stalled configuration, unable to transfer their ubiquitin to the substrate. The structural simulations
that a segment of the VCD is likely to form a conserved loop among all Pcdh-gA family members
indicates that the hypothesized loop could be critical for activity of the E2 and/or E3 ligases
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because deletion of most of the putative loop region, but still containing the mapped ubiquitinated
resides, at was still defective for ubiquitination and trafficking. Internal disruptions of this region
could also prevent ubiquitination by disrupting the loop. Phosphorylation of the serines in
GSRKSHLIF might disrupt the loop due to the presence of negative charges. The loop may be
always active when sites within the loop are dephosphorylated or the loop is disrupted by internal
deletions. On the other hand, in truncations when the GSRKSHLIF site is truncated from the cterminus, the loop might also be disrupted. For example, gA3-stub-D171 which is missing
GSRKSHLIF motif was not ubiquitinated where it may not be able to make a loop to support
function of the E2 and E3 ligases complex, even though ubiquitination sites were intact.
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Figure 3.15. A VCD loop containing predicted phosphoserines in the conserved motif GSRKSHLIF acts as a
molecular switch that inhibits ubiquitin transfer to Ser 754 and Thr 756 residues when phosphorylated. The
top model represents a single ubiquitin protein transfer on the target protein via E2 and E3 ligases. Based on the
analysis of the data from the surface immunoprecipitated mutants, it was proposed that both ligases bind to the juxta
membrane portion in VCD and their function is governed by the looping at the GSRKSHLIF motif. In HEK 293 cells,
when gA3-stub is trafficked to the cell surface, E2 and E3 ligases bind, where looping at the GSRKSHLIF site promotes
ubiquitin transfer from E2 and E3 ligases complex onto Ser 754 and Thr 756 residues. gA3-stub SSAA and gA3-stub
DGH(GSRKSH) had significantly higher ubiquitination levels due to constant ubiquitination and an inability to be
phosphorylated at the predicted phosphoserines to turn off the molecular switch to halt E2 and E3 ligases complex
function. However, when Ser 754 and Thr 756 were changed to alanine or glutamic acid or even removed (DEVSLTA),
ubiquitination decreases significantly. On the other hand, when pseudophosphorylated gA3-stub SSEE showed
significant reduction in the ubiquitination and strong surface expression. It was proposed that when Ser 759 and Ser
762 were changed to glutamic acid, negative charges interfere with GSRKSHLIF motif looping thus halting E2 and E3
ligases complex function and ubiquitin transfer. gA3-stub-D164 was the shortest truncated stub that retained normal
trafficking, intracellular puncta formation and ubiquitination. Whereas gA3-stub-D171, which is missing the
GSRKSHLIF motif, completely lost its ability to make intracellular puncta and be ubiquitinated, and instead was rather
strongly expressed at the cell surface. This can be explained as gA3-stub-D171 is not able to make a loop to support
the function of the E2 and E3 ligases complex, even though ubiquitination sites were intact. Whereas, gA3-stub-D183
was missing an even larger portion of VCD, including the ubiquitination site, and showed robust surface expression
and no ubiquitination. To support the looping model, gA3-stub-DLP(LIFPQP) showed a similar phenotype to ubiquitin
defective mutants, where critical amino acids promoting looping were removed resulting in the loss of function of the
E2 and E3 ligases complex.
gA3-stub; DDF, DLQ, DEA, DGH, DLP

It was previously demonstrated that the same VCD segment plays a critical role for Pcdh
cis interaction with the same and other isoforms. It was found that disruption of this segment by
specific mutations disupted cis interactions54. In this study, the same mutants could not be
ubiquitinated. Conversely, in this study, the construct that showed the greatest level of
ubiquitination (gA3-stub-DGH) also had the highest level of cis interaction via the VCD 54. It could
be proposed that VCD looping at the conserved GSRKSHLIF motif play a significant role in
ubiquitination, phosphorylation and trafficking but also could be important for Pcdh cis
interactions.
According to Jia et al., each neuron expresses stochastically up to four different isoforms
from the Pcdh-g or Pcdh-b clusters and up to two isoforms from the Pcdh-a cluster, as well as five
additional isoforms of the C-type Pcdh isoforms present in the Pcdh-g and Pcdh-a clusters,
resulting in up to 15 possible isoforms can be expressed by each neuron

99,100

. The number of

unique cis-tetramer units that 22 isoforms from the Pcdh-g cluster alone may produce is predicted
to be up to 234,256 isoforms99,100. Combination of all 15 different isoforms therefore provides
unlimited combinations for surface coding in neurons. Promoter choice and fine regulation are
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crucial for stochastically expressed Pcdhs in neurons. Alterations of different origins effecting
either Pcdhs stochastically expression or intracellular trafficking during embryogenesis may result
in abnormal brain and synaptic development. One of the problems of expressing up to 15 out of
~60 Pcdhs isoforms in a stochastic manner is that how does Pcdh isoforms arrange themselves
in a specific combination to make the code. Expressing only a stochastic set of isoforms may not
be enough to make a code and that a specific combination may be needed. Despite the high
conservation of VCDs among Pcdh-gAs, overall Pcdh VCDs exhibit sequence variability but are
still found to be important for the cis and trans interactions among isoforms. It is possible that
Pcdhs isoforms arrange themselves in a specific dimers and tetramers via the VCD loop first and
only then, combination of dimers and tetramers would provide a specific code.
Not only is Pcdh gene expression is complex, but Pcdh protein function seems to be
equally complex. Pcdh-g and b isoforms were shown to cleaved by metalloproteinase (Presenilindependent intramembrane proteolysis) and gamma-secretase where the soluble C-terminal
fragments (CTF-2) could serve as signal molecules in the nucleus

82–84

. It was shown that

proteolytic cleavage of the cytoplasmic domain is endocytosis dependent and regulated during
neural development50. Our model suggests that when Pcdhs become phosphorylated, negative
charges disturbing the loop could turn off ubiquitination and stabilize Pcdhs at the surface where
they most likely incorporate into junctions. It could be proposed that Pcdhs proteolytic cleavage
might also depend on the VCD looping due its ability to stabilize Pcdhs when phosphorylated.
Due to the fact that a Pcdh adhesive unit consists of a number of different but isoforms, it
is possible to predict that if one of the isoforms has abnormal function, it can have an effect on
the rest of the isoforms interacting in cis. In this study, I found that the ubiquitin defective gA3-stub
pseudophosphorylated mutant was able to redirect the trafficking of gA3 FL to accumulate at
junctions. Therefore, if one of the isoforms fails to ubiquitinated, or if the ubiquitination process
fails due to extensive phosphorylation, defective Pcdh can influence the rest of Pcdh isoforms in
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which would tend to accumulate on the cell surface. This might increase the number of adhesive
interactions at synapses or affect the stability of mature synapses. The human brain contains
approximately 90 billion neurons with more than a thousand trillion of synaptic connections. At
this scale, one or two defective ubiquitin Pcdh isoforms may be able to slightly increase surface
expression of other ~58 isoforms, which could have a profound effect on thousands of trillions of
synapses during synaptogenesis and after. It will be necessary to conduct further research to
understand how ubiquitin defective mutants can alter synaptogenesis in an animal model.
The experiments described in chapters 2 and 3 have been conducted using HEK cells.
The use of human embryonic kidney cell lines had its own limitations as well as advantages. A
neuron may express up to 15 different Pcdhs isoforms. In contrast, HEK cells do not express
Pcdhs endogenously; therefore, HEK cells serve as an ideal model for studying the behavior of
just one isoform in isolation. One disadvantage of using HEK cells is that these cells do not
express the same proteins as neurons. This difference theoretically can affect intrinsic Pcdhs
behaviors.
It can be proposed that Pcdh stabilization by phosphorylation in HEK 293 cells promotes
junction formation but in neurons can possibly contribute to synaptic maturation. It was found
before that Pcdhs are expressed long after neural development. It is possible that after embryonic
development, phosphorylation can stabilize Pcdhs at the junction, and support synapse
maturation. A tyrosine kinase Ret was previously discovered to phosphorylate Pcdhs and
proposed to stabilize it
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. It is possible that Ret phosphorylation stabilizes Pcdhs by disturbing

the VCD loop and as result suppressing ubiquitination. Also in a previous study it was found that
Pcdhs was largely located at the synaptic cleft in perforated and mature synapses.32 There might
be a possibility that Pcdhs in mature synapses will be phosphorylated in order to stabilize them.
The evidence that serine pseudophosphorylation of Pcdh-gA3 promotes surface expression. And
that stably expressed gA3 increased in serine phosphorylation over time and was predominantly
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incorporated into the cell junctions with restricted formation of intracellular puncta, suggests that
the Pcdhs VCD loop phosphorylation acting as a stabilizing force.
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Chapter 4 Quantification and analysis of the colocalized area using ImageJ

4.1 Introduction
Confocal microscopy with fluorescent proteins by far one of the most common tools to
study proteins in cells and tissues in vitro and vivo. Various fluorescent proteins such as discovery
of the green fluorescent protein has revolutionized the field.104 Green Fluorescent Protein (GFP)
was discovered by Shimomura in in 1962 but only in 1994 Chalfie published a report showing that
GFP can be used as a marker for protein expression and colocalization in worms and bacteria in
vivo.105,106 At the same time, confocal imaging and its resolution become more sophisticated which
allowed the rapid progress in protein study.
With a large accumulation of imaging data, there was a need for quantitative data analysis.
A rapid software progress allowed many different programs to be written to analyze biological
images but one of the most successful and common is NIH ImageJ. An open-source software,
ImageJ was developed to help in an analysis of medical and biological images. ImageJ become
an important tool to reduced subjective bias and extent quantification capabilities to obtain an
accurate data. ImageJ was written in Java by Wayne Rasband with a help his colleagues at the
National Institutes of Health (NIH). The biggest advantage of implementing ImageJ in biological
image analysis in many laboratories was the simplicity in navigation, multiplatform support
(Windows, MacOS X and Linux), support of numerous data formats, over 500 plugins have been
written independently to expand quantification capabilities to the most type of picture analysis.
In this study confocal microscopy was used to analyze the pattern trafficking of the
different Pcdhs mutants. Image J was used to quantify the degree of colocalized of two Pcdhs
proteins. Pcdh was found to make intercellular puncta but also be incorporated in the junction in
the HEK cells. It was found previously that this is influenced by the VCD. It was also found that a
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full-length Pcdh can be redirected to the surface by a pseudophosphorylated version of the Pcdh
stub (Fig.4.1).
A new protocol was developed to quantify the degree of colocalization of the two proteins,
the full length gA3 FL-0RFP to gA3 stub-GFP. Simply, how much in percentage of all expressed
Pcdh gA3 FL-RFP puncta colocalized with gA3 stub-GFP. The developed quantification protocol
is also can be used to analyz not only the total area of the fluorescent proteins, but also to measure
the average pixel intensity for each channel, of any puncta, colocalized or not, of any area,
separately or the total area.
Two proteins constructs were fused with fluorescent proteins green florescent protein
(GFP) and red florescent protein (RFP). gA3 FL-RFP represents thee red channel and
pseudophosphorylated gA3 stub (gA3 stub SSEE-GFP) represents the green channel (Fig 4.1). It
was found that Pcdhs make intercellular puncta in neurons and different types of cells lines. When
Pcdhs isomer gA3 FL is transfected to HEK and expressed for ~24 hours, Pcdhs mostly make
intracellular

puncta

and

small

number

of

Pcdh

incorporated

at

the

junctions.

Pseudophosphorylated gA3-stub is an ubiquitin mutant protein which was found to accumulate of
the cell surface but cannot accumulate and participate formation of the junctions because missing
extracellular domain. The purpose of this study was to design a protocol using an imageJ to
perform a quantitative analysis to find the degree of colocalization between Pcdh full length gA3
FL-RFP and pseudophosphorylated gA3-stub SSEE-GFP construct. Second, determine and
compare the amount of each protein construct accumulated at the junction versus intracellular
puncta by measuring the average pixel intensity across junctions and intercellular puncta of the
each expressed proteins. Because each separate protein has a fluorescent tag, the amount of
expressed protein in a punctum can be measured by quantifying the level of fluorescent light
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emission. Pixel intensity of the green puncta made by gA3-stub SSEE-GFP and red puncta made
by gA3 FL-RFP can be can be measured and compare using the following protocol.

4.2 Protocol: visualization and colocalization quantification with ImageJ
HEK 293 cells were double transfected with plasmids for Pcdh gA3 SSEE-GFP and gA3
FL-RFP. Cells were fixed and imaged using confocal microscopy on a Lecia SP2 equipped with
63X oil objective. Pictures were taken using 488 nm excitation for the GFP and 567 nm for the
RFP channels separately. The images were acquired at 1024 X1024 resolution and saved in a
TIF format.

Figure 4.1. Double transfection of HEK 293 cells with Pcdhs constructs. gA3 FL (Full length) and gA3 stub
SSEE (no (extracellular and constant cytoplasmic domains) Pcdhs constructs were transfected into HEK293 cells
and cultured on cover glass. Cells were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde and mounted on glass slides. Cells were
imaged using a confocal microscope (Leica SP2) equipped with a 63x oil objective. Pseudophosphorylated Pcdh
gA3 SSEE constructs accumulated at the cell surface and not at the junctions, whereas gA3 FL mainly made
intracellular puncta, with some presence at cell junctions.

Start with ImageJ or FIJI
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1. Open the ImageJ or FIJI. Both programs based on the same platform, FIJI has more
preinstalled plugins and new futures.
2. Download Nucleus Counter plugin via Web site.
a. https://imagej.nih.gov/ij/plugins/mbf/ >> Download package file of more than 200
plugins mbf-plugins.zip .
b. Unzip downloaded file >> MBF_ ImageJ >> go to the plugins folder.
c. Go to the Particle Analysis folder, three will be two files of the Nucleus Counter named
Nucleus_Counter.class and Nucleus_Counter.java .
3. Install Nucleus Counter plugin.
This example explains how to install plugin to the MacOS computers.
a. Go to ImageJ or FIJI >> in a toll bar then go to the Plugins and select Install ( Shift +
command +M). Chose newly downloaded Nucleus Counter plugins files from the step
2.
b. Alternatively, both files Nucleus_Counter.class and Nucleus_Counter.java can be
copied to the original plugin folder of the ImageJ application. Right click on the ImageJ
or FIJI application, click on Show package content, it will open a window with all files
for FIJI app. Go to the plugins folder and copy directly Nucleus_Counter.class and
Nucleus_Counter.java. Restart FIJI application. Plugin should appear as a separate
option in the FIJI plugins options.
c. If that doesn’t work, change Nucleus_Counter.class to Nucleus_Counter.jar and
repeat step 3a or 3b.
4. Uploading and merging images in the ImageJ/ FIJI
Upload original confocal images in a TIFF format to the ImageJ/ FIJI by dragging it out the
folder and placing it to the ImageJ/ FIJI window (Fig. 4.2). Both images will be open in two
separate windows.
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Figure 4.2. Merging green and red channels using ImageJ. A. Going to the ImageJ tool bar, selecting Image >>
Merge Channels >> up to 7 channels can be merged. B. gA3 FL-RFP representing a red channel image was merged
with gA3 stub SSEE-GFP representing a green channel. C. A new window appeared with merged green and red
channels. The area where both channels occupied the same pixels is called colocalization area.
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In ImageJ/ FIJI tool bar chose Image and select Merge Channels (Fig. 4.2A). Then select
your images to the appropriate channels red to red, green to green, and select Create
composite and Keep source images (Fig. 4.2B) click OK. A new window would appear
with a merged image of the green and red channels overleaping.
5. Removing background and noise pixels by the threshold.
In ImageJ/ FIJI tool bar chose Image then select Adjust and Threshold (Fig. 4.3 A).
A window will appear to adjust a threshold.
Select the image (red channel) by clicking on it, adjust the level of threshold by setting first
bar on zero and the second on the desired level of threshold ranging from 0-255 (0 is the
lowest pixel brightness or not signal, and 255 is the brightness pixels signal). After setting
the appropriate threshold click apply. (Fig. 4.3 B). In the following example threshold was
set to the 70 out 255. It means all pixel in the range of 0-70 of pixel brightness were
removed. The same threshold was done for the green channel. Original images were used
to compere and set the appropriate threshold level.
6. Merge tresholded images.
In ImageJ/ FIJI tool bar chose Image then select Merage Channels and then select
tresholded images to the appropriate channels red to red, green to green. The outcome
of the threshold will appear in A new window (Fig. 4.4 A). On the merged image
background represent yellow color, green represent green channel, red represent red
channel. When both green and red pixels colocalized it represented by the black pixels
area (Fig. 4.4 A). When original pictures were merged it was difficult to identify the
colocalization, but then images were tresholded, colocalized area was easy to determine.
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Figure 4.3. Threshold confocal images. A. Using ImageJ, thresholding of pictures allows for the elimination all
the all-background pixel noise. One of the goals of this quantification study is to find an exact area of the colocalized
puncta. For this reason, each picture has to undergo thresholding to have a defined puncta. Going to the ImageJ
tool bar, selecting Image >> Adjust >> Threshold. B,C. Threshold and zoomed pictures of the gA3 FL-RFP
representing a red channel. Each channel can be thresholded in the range of 0-255 where 0 represent no signal
and 255 represent the brightest pixel. In this example all background and noise pixels from 0-70 were eliminated in
images (1024x1024, 8 bit) leaving only bright pixels. Images with different resolution and depths of color would
have a different range of the pixel’s brightness from 0-255. D,E. Tresholded image of gA3 stub SSEE-GFP
representing a green channel. When quantification of the confocal images was conducted, all pictures were taken
at the same settings. All images were tresholded at arbitrary number 70, which was then kept for the rest of
quantified pictures. Threshold of 70 was chosen by adjusting threshold tab on the original image and the most
appropriate range of the background noise pixels was eliminated while the puncta was defined.
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Figure 4.4. Merged threshold images versus original merged confocal images. A. gA3 FL-RFP and gA3 stub
SSEE-GFP images were thresholded and merged. Green pixels represent gA3 stub SSEE-GFP and gA3 FL-RFP
represented by red pixels. In this example, the background of the images is represent by yellow pixels. When red
and green pixels occupied the same pixel area, it produced a colocalized area of the black pixels. Colocalized
black area is the area of the interest to be quantified. B. The results of the merging of the unmodified pictures of
the red and green channels.

7. Finding the total area of the desired puncta on the tresholded images
After images were threshold and puncta of the interest were defined, using Nucleus
Counter plugin the total area of all or only selected area can be found.
a. Chose a tresholded image (red channel in this example) by clicking on the image
once. In ImageJ/ FIJI tool bar chose then Plugins and select Nucleus Counter plugin
(must be install separately, see step 1-3 (Fig. 4.5 A). A Nucleus Counter window will
appear.
b. In a Nucleus Counter window select the smallest particle size (in pixel ) to be selected
(5 pixel in this example) and the largest particle size to be selected (100000 pixel in
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this example). In option bellow; for the Threshold Methods select Current. For the
Smooth Method select None. Click “check” box for the Subtract Background and Add
Particles to ROI manager then click OK (Fig. 4.5 B).
c. All the selected areas will be selected in size range of 5-100000 pixels, numbered
and transferred to the ROI Manager. At this point any of the selected area can be
renamed, deselected, deleted and measured. Also, new areas can be added to the
ROI manger by manually selecting any area using a pencil tool and then added by
clicking “Add [t]”.
In this example it is more than one cell on the image shown by the black arrows, thus
those areas would be removed from the ROI manger.
d. To remove unwanted areas from the images and ROI manager, simply click once on
that area on the images and click delete on keyboard. This area will be permanently
deleted.
e. The specific measurements set up can be adjusted in the tool bar. Chose Analyze
ImageJ/ FIJI tool bar and then select Set Measurements. From all options select area
and mean gray value.
f.

When all artifact or irrelevant areas for quantification were removed, the rest of the
selected areas can be measured all at once by clicking “Measure” on ROI manager
(Fig 4.5 D). A new Results window will appear with area results. Each numbered area
has specified area in pixels, but all intensity pixels (mean gray value) would be zero
because all pixels were tresholded before, thus they lost original pixel brightness
value. Summing of all areas would give the total area of the red puncta.
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Figure 4.5. Nucleus Counter plugin allowed to select area of the interest. A. When pictures were thresholded,
the area of the defined puncta can be automatically detected by the Nucleus Counter plugin. Nucleus Counter
was design for the counting and quantification of the nuclei but was adapted to select any type of defined area.
This plugin must be installed separately to ImageJ or FIJI (FIJI Is Just ImageJ). When the Nucleus Counter plugin
gets installed, it appears as an option in the preinstalled plugins menu, Plugins >> Nucleus Counter. B. This plugin
has multiple advantages over other similar plugins. In the Nucleus Counter window, the smallest particle (5 pixels)
and the largest particle size (100000 pixels) or pixels can be adjusted for the need of the area to be selected.
Pictures with a different resolution would have a different scale of the puncta in pixels. It was determined that all
areas with area of less than 5 pixels are not considered as countable puncta, and are not included into
quantification. Also, all selected areas can be added to the ROI manager at which areas can be further analyzed.
C. All areas in a range of 5-100000 pixels were selected and numbered and transferred to the ROI manager. D
All selected areas can be renamed, deleted, modified and measured. In most of the cases in the pictures some
artifacts can be present and other cells, which are not included in the quantification. For example, as marked by
the black arrows, those areas can be manually deleted from the ROI manager and were not included in the
quantification. When only areas of the interest are selected, all of them were measured by choosing “Measure”
option in the tool bar of the ROI Manager. Properties which can be measured can be selected in the tools of
ImageJ, Analyze>> Set Measurements >>OK. In this example, only the area in pixel was measured. For example,
a junction is made of two areas numbered 13 and 14 with the size of 132 and 352 in pixels respectively.
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8. Find the total area of only colocalizes area.
To find the in percentage the degree of colocalization of green puncta forward red puncta,
the total value of colocalized area in pixel should be divided by the total area value in pixel
of red puncta and multiplied by 100%. When two tresholded pictures were merged (see
Fig 4.4 A and Fig 4.6 D) black area represent colocalization, this area should be extracted
in a separate window to be calculated.
a.

In ImageJ/ FIJI tool bar chose Process then select Image Calculator then chose for image
1 and image 2, previously tresholded images with Operation “OR” then click OK.

b. A new window will appear with a new calculated area. New area represents only
colocalized area (Fig 4.6 B, C, D).
c. Then we need to select all colocalized areas. In ImageJ/ FIJI tool bar chose Plugins
Nucleus Counter. Only colocalized area will be selected. To find the area in pixel, click
Measure. Now the total area of the only colocalized area can be sum up to find the total
colocalized area (Fig 4.6 C).
d. When both areas are found, total expressed area of the protein of interest X (red channel)
and colocalized area. Now we can find a degree of colocalization by dividing colocalized
area to the total area of expressed protein X and multiply by 100%.
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Figure 4.6. Image calculator was used to find only colocalized area of the merged threshold green and
red channels. A, D. In Fig 4.3 each channel was tresholded and the resulted images were merged in panel D.
One of the goals of the quantification study is to find only the colocalized area of both channels. When both green
and red channels were tresholded up to the desired level, the results of the threshold pictures was computed
using the Image calculator to find only the colocalized area (only black pixels in panel D). Process >> Image
Calculator. To find only the colocalized pixels, tresholded pictures were processed with operation “OR”. B,C Panel
B represents only the colocalized area by the white pixels as results of the image calculator. If compared to the
original merged picture of the threshold pictures, black pixels in panel D and white pixels in in panel B represent
the same area indicated by arrows. C. The results observed in panel B represent the only colocalized area which
were processed with Nucleus Counter plugin. Selected areas were transferred to the ROI Manager and further
measured. Using this protocol, the degree of colocalization can be found very accurately for any two proteins
expressed or stained with antibodies.
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2.1 Find average pixel intensity and the area of the puncta from the tresholded images.
In Fig 4.3 each channel was tresholded to define each punctum and using Nucleus
Counter plugin all the areas were selected and transferred to ROI manager (Fig
4.5 C). Saved area in the ROI manager can be used interchangeably among
different images.
a. In Fig 4.7 A original image of the red channel was threshold as in Fig 4.3, and
all area was selected and transferred to the ROI manger using Nucleus
Counter plugin .
b. Original image of the read channel was open in a separate window. Saved
areas from step ‘a’ (Fig 4.7 A) were transferred to the original picture on (Fig
4.7 B). By clicking on the new open original images once, navigate to the ROI
manager and click ‘Show All” all selected and saved areas from Fig 4.7A will
be transfer to the original picture on (Fig 4.7 B).
c. When all previously selected areas of the puncta will be transferred to the
original picture, average pixel intensity can be measured by clicking ‘Measure’
in ROI manager. Results will be appeared in the new Results window.
For example, junction represented by two areas numbered 14 and 13. Junction
area 14 is 352 in pixels in size and has average pixel intensity of 107.44 out of
255. Area 13 has size of 132 pixels and this area has average pixel intensity
116.1 out of 255 (Fig 4.7 B Results window).
d. The same step was done for the green channel to obtain average pixel intensity
for every punctum. For example, in green channel, junction represented by a
single area numbered 20 and having size of 696 pixels and average pixel
intensity of 140.75.
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Figure 4.7. An average pixel intensity can be found for the total expressed proteins. One limitation of using the
threshold option to define puncta for colocalization is that after threshold, all pixels lose their original brightness. Thus,
pixel intensity cannot be found in tresholded pictures. A, C. To overcome this problem ROI Manager was used to find
original pixel intensity from the original pictures using saved tresholded areas from either green or red channels. A.
One of the advantages of working with ROI manager is that it can save previously selected areas and those areas
can be transferred to a new image and further analyzed. On panel A there is the red channel, which was tresholded
and total area was selected by using Nucleolus Counter and areas were transfected to the ROI Manager. If selected
areas were analyzed for the pixel intensity then it would not produce any results (see Fig.4.6 C) because tresholded
pictures lose pixel intensity. B However, all selected areas can be transferred to the original image of the red channel
and pixel intensity can be measured. For example, the junction in the red channel was made by two areas numbered
13 and 14 with size of the 132 and 352 in pixels, respectively. Whereas area 13 had average pixel intensity of 116.1
out of 255 and area 14 had average pixel intensity of 107.4 out of 255. C,D The total expressed proteins area of the
green channel was selected as in the red channel. In the green channel, a junction is marked by the area 20 with the
size of 696 pixels and an average pixel intensity of 140.75 out of 255. This protocol is able to find the average pixel
intensity of any selected area.
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Figure 4.8. An average pixel intensity can be found for colocalized puncta. A, C. To overcome the limitations
discussed in the previous figure legend, ROI Manager was used to find original pixel intensity from the original pictures
using saved tresholded area from either green or red channels. A.The red channel, which was tresholded and total
area was selected by using Nucleolus Counter and areas were transfected to the ROI Manager are limited for analysis
as tresholded pictures lose pixel intensity. B However, all selected areas can be transferred to the original image of
the red channel and pixel intensity can be measured. For example, the junction in the red channel was made by two
areas numbered 8 and 9 with size of the 127 and 304 in pixels, respectively. Whereas, area 8 had an average pixel
intensity of 177.66 out of 255 and area 9 had an average pixel intensity of 111.7 out of 255. C, D The total expressed
proteins area of the green channel was selected as in red channel. In a green channel a junction is marked by the
area 8 and had average pixel intensity of 171.5 out of 255 and area 9 had average pixel intensity of 163.99 out of 255
This protocol is allowed to find average pixel intensity of any colocalized area of both channels.
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2.2 Find average pixel intensity and the colocalized area for the red and green
channels from the tresholded and original images.
a. To find the pixel intensity for the only colocalized area, tresholded red and green
channels were merged and colocalized area were calculated using ‘Image
calculator’ (see Fig.4.6 and step 9).
b. When colocalized area was transferred to the ROI manager it can be transferred
to the original red and green channels and the average pixel intensity of
colocalized area can be measured (Fig. 4.8)
For example, area 9 and 8 represent a junction where red and green pixel
colocalized. Area of 9 has size of the 304 pixels for both channels (Fig 4.8 A, C)
but has different average pixel intensity. Red channel has 111.7 out of 255 and
green channel has 163.99 out of 255 (Fig 4.8 A, C).

4.3 Data analysis of colocalization
One of the aims of this study was to develop a protocol to quantify the degree of
colocalized puncta of two transfected fluorescent tagged proteins. It was found that in analyzed
cells, Pcdh gA3-stub SSEE-GFP colocalized with gA3 FL-RFP at 73.59%. It means that 73.59%.
of all expressed A3 FL-RFP proteins interact with gA3 SSEE-GFP. To degree of colocalization,
total area of the expressed gA3 FL-RFP in pixels was divide by the total colocalized area in pixels
and multiplying by it 100% .
4.4 Data analysis for the average pixel intensity
Pixels represent a square of addressable elements on image having a specific light
spectrum being detected by confocal microscopy to produce an image. Each imaged samples
has fluorescence proteins being expressed as intracellular puncta or surface expression. Each
punctum in a cell have a different pixel intensity, representing amount of the light being immitted
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from the specific puncta and detected by a microscope sensor. Minimum intensity of the pixel is
0 which corresponds to black pixels with no light or signal where the maximum intensity of the
pixel is 255, which represents the brightest pixels. The brighter the puncta the more fluorescence
protein it has. Knowing pixel intensity of the puncta or other structures it can be concluded the
amount of the protein it expressed relatively to other puncta or cells.
The second aim was to find average pixel intensity of the total or colocalized area in
separate channels. To accurately find area of the expressed proteins, area should be clearly
defined. Usually, confocal images might contain some noise, refers to a random pixel with a
certain intensity. When separate channels merged some of those pixels can overlap and provide
a random colocalization, thus noise should be removed prior quantification. Therefore, it’s
challenging to accurately find area of interest in original images.
Finding the specific intensity of the area from the tresholded images is challenging or even
unreasonable since all pixels would have the same intensity after the threshold. In order to resolve
this problem, specific areas were found, selected, and transferred to the ROI manager from the
tresholded picture, and then saved coordinates of those areas were transferred to the original
images to determine the intensity level for each channel.
If the aim is to find total colocalized area, all separates’ values for each area can be sum
up. If the aim is to find the total average pixel intensity for all puncta, all pixel intensity values
cannot be sum up and divided by number of areas. The reason for this is that area of each
punctum must be taken in consideration.
For example, let’s say there 5 areas.
1
2
3
4
5

Area

Pixel intensity

60
10
10
10
10

120
20
20
20
20
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If area 1 has in size of 60 pixels and the mean pixel intensity of 120, and other 4 have the same
area of 10 pixels and mean intensity of 20. So, total area = 100 pixels and average of mean pixel
intensity would be 60+ 20+20+20+20= 100/5 = 25. However, this is not a correct impetration of
the data. Each area and its pixels intensity represent amount of the expressed proteins. The more
proteins the brighter pixels. If one area is very large and bright but other areas are small and pale,
the total average pixel intensity should not be affected in large by a small area. Therefore, the
total average pixel intensity should be found after each data set is normalized to accordingly to
its size. Using following formula; all areas of interest should be divides by 100 and then each area
must be multiplied by its intensity
For example, area 1 has size of 60 pixels and pixel intensity of 120, then 60/100* 120=
72. Intensity area index for the area 1 equals 72 where for other 4 areas it equal 10/100*20= 2
intensity area index. Now intensity area index is sum up for all junctions = 72 + 2 + 2+ 2+ 2= 80.
Now, normalized dada can be converted back to the original intensity scale and be averaged.
Total intensity area index (80) is divided by a total original area (100) and multiply by 100. 80/ 100
*100= 80 this the average pixel intensity for all five areas. Small area with a low pixel intensity
should have low impact for the larger area with high pixel intensity. Area of 60 pixels with intensity
of 120 should not be impacted largely by a small area with low pixel intensity. Total area of 100
pixels is having mean pixel intensity average of 80 but not 25 from initial calculations. Using this
protocol, the mean pixels intensity can be separately found of any colocalized area of multiple
channels. Also, if the mean pixel intensity average needs to be found of multiple areas, data
should normalize considering the size of each area.
Table.1 Average pixel intensity and area of the red channel of colocalized puncta
Numbered area

Area in pixel

Average pixel intensity

1
2
3
4
5
6

49
11
114
21
39
14

80.959184
82.181818
89.078947
98.952381
76.974359
101.428571
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7
108
81.962963
8 junction
127
117.669291
9 junction
304
111.773026
10
17
96.764706
11
10
114.700000
Using methods above the total average pixel intensity of the junction representing by area
8 and 9 is 113.51 with total area of 431 pixels, where total area of the puncta is 383 with total
average pixel intensity of 83.61. Based on these results it can be concluded that more protein
accumulated at the junction rather than at intracellular puncta (Table.1).

4.5 Materials and methods
HEK 293 cell line transfection:
Seeded HEK-293 cells were grown for 24 hours and then transfected with different gA3pcdh-GFP constructs using Lipofectamine 2000, following manufacture’s protocol. For some
experiments CaCl2 phosphate precipitation was used, as it led to the higher level of transfection
then lipofectamine transfection. Glass coverslips were placed to the 35x30 mm six well culture
dish grown, cells were seeded and grown for 20- 24 hours. 2.5 μg of DNA plasmid gA3-pcdh-GFP
constructs and 2.5 μg of the DNA plasmid UB-RFP were mixed with 12ul of CaCl2 and fill up to
100 μl with MQ water. DNA mix was precipitated in 100ul HBS buffer by adding small droplets in
1.5 ml tube and flicking the 1.5 ml microtube to mix after each drop. New mix was added to cells
by droplets without mixing and placed to incubator for 24 hours. Cells were fixed with 4%PFA
(paraformaldehyde) for 10 min at the room temperature and washed 3x with 1x PBS for 5 min.
Cover slides were mounted on glass slides and imaged. Confocal imaging was done on a Leica
SP2 confocal microscopy using an Oil 63X objective. Picture were taken in a frame using 448 and
563 laser channels. All quantifications and analysis were performed using an original assay
developed
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Chapter 5
Neuro-2A cells as a model to study Pcdhs in self-avoidance
5.1 Introduction
Several studies have demonstrated that Pcdh-gs are highly expressed during neural
development, but it can also be found to be expressed later in development and localized at
synapses long after neural development has ceased47,107. What are the main functions of the Pcdh
during early development and what is the role of the Pcdh-gs at synapses? Pcdh-gs play an
important role in dendrite arborization and axon outgrowth during early development108
111

. Yet, Pcdhs expression continues long after neurogenesis

47,107

109 110 41

. For example, in month-old

rodents, Pcdh-gs was detected in excitatory neurons in intracellular compartments and at the
synaptic cleft in vivo and in vitro

33,47,48,50

. The exact mechanism underlying Pcdh-gs localization

at synapses and intracellular compartments after neurogenesis is largely unknown. Nevertheless,
a recent study has shown that Pcdh-gs are associated with the maturation of excitatory synapses
in hippocampal neurons32. Moreover it was shown that Pcdhs localized at higher degree at the
excitatory mushroom like synapses that were perforated and more stabilized32.
Pcdhs are also responsible for regulating dendritic self-avoidance by utilizing a unique
expression pattern in which each neuron may express a unique combination of up to 15 different
forms of Pcdhs 35,88,112,113 The exact mechanism of how Pcdhs homophilic interaction can lead to
dendritic self-avoidance or neurite repulsion is currently unknown. Previously, it has been
suggested that when the same set of Pcdhs bind in cis-interaction, they form a zipper lattice and
trigger signaling pathways that initiate cytoskeletal remodeling to cause repulsion or adhesion 114–
116

. Additionally, it was proposed that ADAM10, a surface membrane metalloprotein, can shed

Pcdh-g extracellular domains, thus separating interacting membranes 102.
However, cytoskeletal remodeling alone may not be sufficient to provide self-avoidance,
since it was demonstrated that Pcdhs can bind via extracellular domains in a homophilic
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interaction in an adhesive manner50. Consequently, in order to initiate membrane repulsion,
adhesive homophilic interaction must be disrupted, as a result physical interaction between
adjacent membranes. Furthermore, it is unlikely that metalloproteins ADAM10 can be responsible
for providing avoidance behavior by Pcdhs extracellular domain shedding. The Pcdhs
extracellular domain shedding model for cell avoidance has overlooked the degree of selfavoidance that occurs during neural development. There are billions of neurons actively migrating
and expanding during neurogenesis, and self-avoidance plays a major role in ensuring proper
wiring. Therefore, if extracellular domain shedding model would take a place then many Pcdhs
extracellular domains will accumulate in the extracellular space due to the high activity and
mobility of the neurons during neurogenesis where self-avoidance is highly exploited. In addition,
ADAM10 should be found to overexpress during neurogenesis, and to be found in large quantities
on the neuronal surface. Rather than acting as a mechanism to avoid self-avoidance, Pcdhs
shedding likely represents the precursor to presenilin/g-secretase-mediated cleavage for the
carboxy-terminal fragment of PCDH to initiate a signaling pathway, however the end results of
this remain unknown 58 103 102,117 .
Alternatively, we propose a model of cell avoidance where Pcdhs cis homophilic
interaction can initiate Pcdhs ubiquitination of the variable cytoplasmic domain and recruit
endocytosis of the Pcdhs along with other adhesion molecules from the cell surface, resulting in
separation of the interfacing membranes. Additionally, it was found in current study that dendritic
bridges involved and played an important role in the cells avoidance. Data showed that neurons
dendrites communicate via Pcdhs which are express at the distal ends of dendritic bridges,
suggesting that possible dendrite self-avoidance is achieved through the interaction of dendritic
bridges within one cell.
As dendrites mature, they develop dendritic spines, but also dendrites have numerous
dendritic bridges early and post in the neuron's development. According to Berry and Nedivi,
2017, there are three types of dendritic appendages: filopodia-like structures with a lifespan
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between minutes and hours, immature spines with a lifespan within days, and mature spines with
a lifespan approaching a year

118

. Most likely, dendritic bridges represent short-lived structures

similar to filopodia within neurons. As the development of the neuron advances, filopodia-like
structures mature into dendritic spines.
The dendritic bridges are very small cell appendages that are difficult to visualize because
of their small size and difficulty to stain them. Here I use a florescence bromophenol blue staining
technique that allowed the visualization of even the tiniest cellular appendages, and also
confirmed Pcdh localization at dendritic bridges in the DIV 9 cortical neurons of rats. I also show
that dendritic bridges or their equivalents are present in neuro-2A cells. In this study, transfected
neuro-2A cells with gA3 exhibited a similar appearance to primary cortical neurons stained with
anti-Pcdh-g antibodies, where Pcdh-gs accumulate in the distal ends of dendritic bridges at the
point of interconnection between dendrites in neurons, and their equivalents in neuro-2A cells. It
has been demonstrated in neuro-2A cells that ubiquitination defective Pcdhs dramatically
increased its accumulation in the self-surface and junction. Thus, the neuro-2A cells may be an
alternative to cultured neurons or in vivo studies to examine dendritic bridges and self-avoidance.

5.2 Results
5.2.1 Undifferentiated neuro-2A cells at 6 and 12 hours

The HEK 293 cell line is a good model for the study Pcdhs behavior and trafficking
in isolation from other Pcdhs isoforms. These results can be attributed to several factors,
including the simplicity of culturing HEK cells, the efficiency of transfection, and the
distinct phenotypes of the different Pcdhs mutants. The analysis of transient protein
expression in primary neurons represents a challenging task for any researcher.
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Figure 5.1. Images of undifferentiated neuro-2A cells at 6 and 12 hours after being split. A culture of N2a cells
was seeded and transfected for 24 hours with gA3 FL GFP. N2a cells were split with trypsin and seeded onto a glass
coverslip for 12 hours. Then N2a cells were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde, washed three times with 1x PBS, stained
with Bromophenol Blue solution in 1x PBS for 30 minutes, washed three times with 1x PBS, and mounted on glass
slides. The N2A cells were imaged using a confocal microscope (Leica SP2) equipped with a 63x oil objective at high
magnification. The white arrows showed how gA3 FL-GFP accumulates at the distal ends of the tiny hairs, which start
agglutinating together in the cell, having been attached to the surface and start to differentiate. During neuronal growth
and differentiation, cells must be able to space out evenly. Interacting tiny hairs in N2a cells shown by white hairs
expressed Pcdhs eventually prevent clumping and promote a proper outgrowth.

The first step in this process is to obtain primary neurons, culture them, and maintain them in a
healthy state. Second, the efficiency of transfection of primary neurons using lipo shuttles and
DNA CaCl2 precipitation is extremely low, therefore only a limited number of data are available
for analysis. Third, the Pcdh family contains more than 60 different isoforms, and each neuron
can express up to 15 different isoforms in different combinations.
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Figure 5.2. In undifferentiated neuro-2A cell transfected with gA3 FL, Pcdhs accumulate at the distal ends of the
tiny hairs. A culture of N2a cells was seeded and transfected for 24 hours with gA3 FL GFP. N2a cells were split with
trypsin and seed onto a glass coverslip for 6 hours. Then N2a cells were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde, washed three
times with 1x PBS, stained with Bromophenol Blue solution in 1x PBS for 30 minutes, washed three times with 1x PBS,
and mounted on glass slides. The N2A cells were imaged using a confocal microscope (Leica SP2) equipped with a
63x oil objective at high magnification. The white arrows showed how that gA3 FL-GFP accumulates at the distal ends
of the tiny hairs in the cell that just started attaching to the surface. Pcdh is believed to play a crucial role in the avoidance
of dendrites within the same cell in neurons. These results indicate that Pcdhs are involved in the same process of
regulating the early space out of the cell processes to prevent clumping in N2a cells.
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In addition, studying only one isoform out of fifteen could be challenging, due to Pcdhs interaction
with one another could serve as a buffer and prevent the effects of defective Pcdh mutant which
was transfected. Last, but not least, neurons come in many different forms and appearances,
which makes it difficult to quantify them.
Alternatively, a cell line derived from the mouse neural crest called neuro-2A cells is
suitable for studying the behavior of Pcdh. Neuro-2A cells are characterized by the ability to
differentiate into neurons within a short period of time.119 It was decided to analyze Pcdh
expression on neuro-2A cells during an early differentiation.
To understand the early differentiation of the neuro-2a cells, experiment was conducted
to show phenotypic deference at 6 and 12 hours post cells culturing. Data showed that neuro-2a
cells start to attach to the glass surface around four to five hours after culturing (Fig.5.1 A). After
six hours of incubation, all the cells had a round and spherical appearance and tiny appendages
shown by black arrows (Fig.5.1 A). After 12 hours, neuro-2A cells are fully attached to the glass
surface and many cells began to flatten and develop more mature outgrowths shown by black
arrows (Fig.5.1 B). It was proposed that after neuro-2A cells have attached to the surface and
start early outgrowths of cell appendages Pcdh play an import role of early self-avoidance.

5.2.2 Undifferentiated neuro-2A transfected with gA3 FL cells exhibited a high number of
tiny appendages positive with Pcdhs
In order for neurons to grow and properly differentiate, dendrite arborization should
maintained to prevent interactions with each other to avoid dendrite clumping. Several studies
have suggested that Pcdhs may be involved in the spacing out of dendrites in primary neurons.113
To test the idea that Pcdh are involved in early cell differentiation, neuro-2A cells were transfected
with gA3 FL-GFP for 24 hours to express gA3 FL-GFP for 24 hours, and then cells were split,
seeded, and incubated for six hours, fixed, and stained with bromophenol blue.
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Figure 5.3. In undifferentiated neuro-2A cells transfected with gA3 FL, Pcdhs accumulate at the distal ends of
the tiny hairs to prevent future clumping. A culture of N2a cells was seeded and transfected for 24 hours with gA3
FL GFP. N2a cells were split with trypsin and seeded onto a glass coverslip for 12 hours. Then N2a cells were fixed
in 4% paraformaldehyde, washed three times with 1x PBS, stained with Bromophenol Blue solution in 1x PBS for 30
minutes, washed three times with 1x PBS, and mounted on glass slides. The N2A cells were imaged using a confocal
microscope (Leica SP2) equipped with a 63x oil objective at high magnification. The white arrows showed how gA3
FL-GFP accumulates at the distal ends of the tiny hairs, which start clumping together in the cell having been attached
to the surface and start to differentiate. During neurons growth and differentiation cells must be able to space out
evenly. Interacting tiny hairs in N2a cells shown by white hairs expressed Pcdhs to eventually prevent clumping and
promote a proper outgrowth.
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The neuro-2A cells were imaged using confocal microscopy at the lowest Z position, so a
portion of the cells that interact with the glass surface was visible to be imaged. (Fig.5.2). Neuro2A cells were stained with a novel staining dye, bromophenol blue. As well as being an excellent
staining agent for organic molecules, bromophenol blue exhibits remarkable fluorescence
properties in the red region of the spectrum. By using an inexpensive and simple dye called
Bromophenol Blue, even the smallest appendages of cells were able to be stained. It was found
that some undifferentiated neuro-2A cells exhibited a high number of very tiny filopodia at
relatively high density (Fig.5.2). White arrows indicate that these tiny filopodia were positive for
gA3 FL-GFP (Fig.5.2). This data suggest that Pcdh expression is important for the early neuro-2A
cells differentiation.
During the differentiation process of neuro-2A cells, first dendritic appendages start to
outgrowth from the cell soma and eventually resemble dendrites in neurons. Transfected neuro2A cells were fixed at 12 hours to determine the degree of differentiation of the cells. In Fig.5.3
are shown 2 cells that expressed gA3 FL-GFP for 24 hours and were then split and incubated for
12 hours. As pointed by white arrows, cells progenitors that clumped together and physically
interacted with each other were found to express gA3 FL-GFP on their distal ends at the points of
interaction which resemble dendritic bridges interactions. I proposed that in neuro-2A cells, Pcdhgs likely behave in a similar manner as in primary neurons.

5.2.3 Pcdh expression in differentiated Neuro-2A cells
To understand the nature of why gA3 FL-GFP had localized at the initial dendritic
appendages in undifferentiated cells. Neuro-2A cells were transfected with gA3 FL-GFP and
incubated for 24 hours, to let cells to differentiate and developed more matures dendrites. Neuro2A cells were transfected using the same protocol as HEK 293 cells, where cells showed
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surprisingly good rate of transfection, which make them a good model for studying Pcdhs
expression.
Same as in HEK 293 cells, gA3 FL-GFP was able to make intracellular puncta in neuro2A cells as was documented before. Most of the intracellular puncta was colocalized within cell
body where some puncta were accumulated throughout dendrites (Fig. 5.4).

Figure 5.4. gA3 FL transfected into neuro-2A cells forms intracellular puncta and are confined to the distal cell
processes. A culture of N2a cells was seeded on a glass coverslip and transfected for 24 hours with gA3 FL-GFP. The
N2a cells were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde, washed three times with 1x PBS, stained with Bromophenol Blue solution
in 1x PBS for 30 minutes, washed three times with 1x PBS, and mounted on glass slides. The N2A cells were imaged
using a confocal microscope (Leica SP2) equipped with a 63x oil objective. In addition to intracellular puncta made by
gA3 FL-GFP in HEK cells, gA3 FL-GFP produced intrasellar puncta in N2a cells, as well. N2a exhibited cell processes
that resemble dendrites in neurons. The white arrows indicate that gA3 FL-GFP accumulates in structures that resemble
tiny hairs at points of interaction between cell processes. Using a novel fluorescent dye, Bromophenol Blue, was
discovered to be used as a red florescence dye that could stain nonspecifically all organic molecules in cells.
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It also was observed that neuro-2A cell has numerous tiny dendritic bridges connecting
dendrites. Moreover, as shown by the white arrows in Fig. 5.4, gA3 FL-GFP was found to be
expressed at the dendritic bridges that connect adjacent dendrites within the same cell body or
within other cells. Where dendrites themselves usually do not interacting, but rather
communicating via interaction of the dendritic bridges. At those points of interactions A3 FL-GFP
was localized as shown by white arrows (Fig. 5.4).
Since Pcdhs have long been proposed as coding or recognition proteins, those findings
do not come as a surprise. Most likely, during early neuro-2A cells differentiation Pcdhs are
important for early dendritic appendages outgrowth and spacing them out (see Fig. 5.2 and Fig.
5.3), where later in development A3 FL-GFP was accumulate in the dendritic bridges to provide
dendrite avoidance within one cell.

5.2.4 gA3 FL D190-GFP expression in N2A cells
Phenotypes of the gA3 FL D190-GFP and gA3 FL D183-GFP in HEK cells were shown to
have a dramatic change in Pcdhs trafficking from being expressed as intracellular puncta in gA3
FL to a completely surface expression in mutants were portion of the VCD was removed. To
determine if the same phenotype as HEK cells would be observed in neuro-2A cells, gA3 FL D
190-GFP was transfected into neuro-2A cells. Indeed, it was found that it behaved similarly and
gA3 FL D 190-GFP was observed to be incorporated in long junctions with neighboring cells or to
just be expressed on the cell surface, as shown by the white arrows (Fig 5.5). Additionally, it was
observed that only a limited number of intracellular puncta were present within the cells, similar
to what was seen in HEK cells. Additionally, preliminary data showed that gA3 FL D 190-GFP did
not localize at dendritic bridges as gA3 FL did (Fig 5.5).
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Figure 5.5. gA3 FL D190 transfected into neuro-2A cells restricted to make intracellular puncta and
incorporated in the cell surface and junctions. A culture of N2a cells was seeded on a glass coverslip and
transfected for 24 hours with gA3 FL D190-GFP. The N2a cells were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde, washed three
times with 1x PBS, stained with Bromophenol Blue solution in 1x PBS for 30 minutes, washed three times with 1x
PBS, and mounted on glass slides. The N2A cells were imaged using a confocal microscope (Leica SP2) equipped
with a 63x oil objective. N2a cells transfected with gA3 FL D190-GFP showed abnormal and restricted intracellular
puncta. The white arrows showed how that gA3 FL D190-GFP accumulates at the cell surface and made abnormal
junction. Moreover, there was not accumulation at structures that resemble tiny hairs at points of interaction between
cell processes.
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Given that gA3 FL D 190-GFP led to surface accumulation, it can be concluded that ubiquitination
mechanisms described in Chapters 2 and 3 can be translated into neuro-2A and primary neurons
cells. HEK cells lack dendritic bridges as they do not differentiate into neurons like other cells.
Thus, it is essential to understand and study a new phenotypic characteristic discovered in neuro2A cells before studying the different types of Pcdhs mutants. gA3 FL was found to be localized
in points of interaction of dendritic bridges from the same dendrite or from the sister dendrites in
neuro-2A cells. It was proposed that primary neurons exhibited the same mechanism of dendritic
bridges interaction.

5.2.5 Pcdh expression in primary rat cortical neurons
Pcdhs expression has been studied in different types of neurons in vitro and in vivo, as well
as at various cell lines. However, each model has its advantages and disadvantages. Primary
neurons have the advantage of being able to express Pcdhs within their native environment.
However, neurons come in a variety of different shapes and phenotypes; therefore, the ability to
visualize neurons in whole and be able to localize a protein of interest at the dendrites, growth cones,
or synapses is crucial for the understanding of how proteins function.
It has previously been shown and described how Pcdhs are expressed in neurons, but there
has always been a drawback associated with visualizing neurons at high resolution. In order to
understand how proteins are located within small neuronal structures such as dendritic spines,
synapses, etc., it is necessary to visualize all the cells’ appendages. Transfection of neurons with
GFP is one of the most common ways to visualize neurons. However, there are few problems there;
only about ~1%-5% of neurons can be successfully transfected120. Secondly, GFP is distributed
uniformly throughout neurons, but its resolution is insufficient to distinguish between dynamic and
short lifespan tiny dendritic bridges on young neurons which are just begun to differentiate.
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Figure 5.6. DIV 9 primary rat cortical neurons expressed Pcdh-g isoforms at the distal ends on tiny hair (bridges)
between interacting dendrites. Primary rat cortex neurons were isolated and cryopreserved from day 18 rat embryos.
Neurons were seeded on poly-Lysine treated cover glass in neurobasal media supplemented with B-27 and Glut MAX for
9 days with a new media every 3 days. Neurons were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde, washed three times with 1x PBS,
and blocked for 30 min with 5% BSA in 1XPBS and 0.1 X triton. Neurons were stained with anti-Pcdh-g primary antibodies
over night at 4° C and then stained with secondary antibodies for 2 hours at room temperature. Then neurons were
stained with Bromophenol Blue solution in 1x PBS for 30 minutes, washed three times with 1x PBS and mounted on glass
slides for imaging. Neurons were imaged using a confocal microscope (Leica SP2) equipped with a 63x oil objective.
Anti-Pcdh-g antibodies-stained intercellular puncta in the neuron soma and Pcdh-g accumulating at the distal ends. The
white arrows indicate Pcdh-g positively stained tiny hairs (bridges) between contacting dendrites in a single cortical
neuron. This suggests that Pcdhs behave in the same manner as in N2a cells, promoting dendrite avoidance within the
same cell in cortical neurons.
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A novel fluorescent bromophenol blue staining method was developed to overcome the challenge
of visualizing even the smallest appendages of neurons or any other types of cells. There is only
one limitation to visualize the smallest appendages: the resolution of confocal microscopy.
Because neurons endogenously express Pcdhs, the colocalization of neurons was identified
by anti Pcdh-gs antibodies. Initially primary rat cortex neurons were isolated and cryopreserved day
18 rat embryos and grown for 9 days, fixed, and stained with previously made custom antibodies
that target a constant cytoplasmic domain and can identify all Pcdhs isoforms within a gamma
cluster. The neurons were stained with bromophenol blue and subsequently imaged. In Fig. 5.6,
shown a rat cortical neuron with a soma and many dendrites and numerous dendritic bridges
indicated by white arrows (Fig. 5.6).
Pcdhs-g can be observed within the soma and dendrites, forming intercellular puncta. In
addition, numerous Pcdh-g single puncta were observed at the contact of the dendritic bridge of
sister dendrites or within one dendrite indicated by white arrows (Fig. 5.6).
There was a second type of neurons that showed high degree of staining with Pcdh-g
antibodies named as "lobster-like neuron" (Fig. 5.7). Lobster neurons exhibited humongous
dinitrides being in size of the neuron’s soma. The second distinctive feature of those neurons is
the presence of many dendritic bridges, both small and large, as indicated by white arrows (Fig.
5.7). As in the first example, Pcdhs-g were also found as intercellular puncta within a neuron body
and dendrites. Also, Pcdhs-g were found to located at the site of numerous interactions of dendritic
bridges.
Dendrites appear to communicate as self and not-self with each other via tiny appendages
called dendritic bridges, and when dendrites came in close proximity within one cells, many
interacting dendritic bridges showed to be Pcdhs-g positive.
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When two dendritic bridges coming off from a sister dendrite or two dendritic bridges coming off
Figure 5.7. DIV 9 primary rat cortical neurons exhibited a “Lobster” phenotype appearance with massive
dendrites having numerous tiny hairs (bridges). Primary rat cortex neurons were isolated and cryopreserved from
day 18 rat embryos. Neurons were seeded on poly-Lysine treated cover glass in neurobasal media supplemented with
B-27 and Glut MAX for 9 days with a new media every 3 days. Neurons were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde, washed
three times with 1x PBS, and blocked for 30 min with 5% BSA in 1XPBS and 0.1 X triton. Neurons were stained with anti
Pcdh-g primary antibodies over night at 4° C and then stained with secondary antibodies for 2 hours at room temperature.
Then neurons were stained with Bromophenol Blue solution in 1x PBS for 30 minutes, washed three times with 1x PBS
and mounted on glass slides for imaging. Neurons were imaged using a confocal microscope (Leica SP2) equipped with
a 63x oil objective. The lobster neuron exhibited a high number of Pcdh-g intercellular puncta in the soma and throughout
the distal ends. The white arrows indicate Pcdh-g positively stained tiny hairs (bridges) making a complicated network
between contacting dendrites in a single cortical neuron.
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from the same dendrite are physically interacted, Pcdhs-g were found to be localized at the point
of interactions (Fig. 5.6 and Fig 5.7). It is likely that when two plasma membranes of a cell become
close together, the Pcdhs from each membrane would be involved in a homophilic interaction.
Pcdhs homophilic interactions within a signal neuron during early neurogenesis act as a
recognition navigation system for the dendrites to space out via avoidance exhibiting constant
dendritic bridges contacts.

5.2.6 Dendritic bridges and Pcdhs act in conjunction to promote self-avoidance in neurons
SEM was used to obtain a better resolution of rat cortical neurons in order to visualize and
understand the importance of dendritic bridges. Three days old neurons (DIV3) were analyzed in
a Photoshop program to mark all dendritic bridges (Figure 5.8). We observed that two DIV3
neurons exhibited different morphological appearances. The neuron painted with red possessed
small and thin dendrites with numerous dendritic bridges marked with green.
A few dendritic bridges arise from the soma. In a blue neuron, dendrites were thick and
mature, with fewer dendritic bridges that were yellow in color. Nevertheless, blue neurons did not
have any dendritic bridges emanating from the soma. Both neurons had dendrites in the process
of developing and growing, with dendritic bridges maintaining dendrite spacing (Fig 5.8).
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Figure 5.8. SEM showed that DIV 3 primary rat cortical neurons exhibit a high number of dendritic
bridges. Primary rat cortex neurons were isolated and cryopreserved from day 18 rat embryos. Neurons were
seeded on poly-Lysine treated cover glass with neurobasal media supplemented with B-27 and Glut MAX for
3 days. Neurons were fixed in 2.5% glutaraldehyde, washed three times with 1x PBS, and gradually dehydrated
with EtOH starting with 25% EtOh solution with 10% step up, 95%-100%. Then EtOH was replaced by HMDS
(hexamethyldisilazane) gradually to 100% HMDS. All HMDS was aspirated, and cells were dried out for a few
seconds. Samples were coated with 10 nm of gold-platinum monolayer and images were obtained using SEM.
Images were processed in Adobe Photoshop to color neurons and dendrites with red/blue and dendritic bridges
with green/yellow. It is important to notice how many dendritic bridges neurons have. As it was shown in
confocal images with bromophenol Blue staining, dendritic bridges, which were interacting from different
dendrites were positive with Pcdh-g.
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Figure 5.9. SEM micrographs of DIV1-10 rat cortical neurons exhibiting a high number of dendritic bridges.
Primary rat cortex neurons were isolated and cryopreserved from day 18 rat embryos. Neurons were seeded on
poly-Lysine treated cover glass with neurobasal media supplemented with B-27 and Glut MAX for 1-10 days.
Neurons were fixed in 2.5% glutaraldehyde, washed three times with 1x PBS, and gradually dehydrated with EtOH
starting with 25% EtOh solution with 10% step up, 95%-100%. Then EtOH was replaced by HMDS
(hexamethyldisilazane) gradually to 100% HMDS. All HMDS was aspirated, and cells were dried out for a few
seconds. Samples were coated with 10 nm of gold-platinum monolayer and images were obtained using SEM. DIV1
was shown to have many spikes, which become future dendrites. DIV 2 neuron is an example of the dendrites with
definitive growth cones, which have tiny dendritic bridges. DIV 3 and 4 neurons are shown to have more mature
dendrites with numerous dendritic bridges, which were interacting with sister dendrites. It is important to notice how
many dendritic bridges that a neuron has. DIV 5-10 neurons have well developed and mature dendrites, some with
growth cones, but all neurons exhibited presence of dendritic bridges.

Most likely, dendrites and axons are formed from the dendritic spikes during the neurons
differentiation process. It has been observed that DIV1 neurons display structures named
dendritic spikes during the early phases of cell attachment and growth, similar or identical
structures that were found in N2a cells (Fig. 5.9 and Fig. 5.3). The dendritic spikes that originated
from the cell soma could eventually develop into mature dendrites. Dendrites in DIV2 and DIV3
neurons arose from the dendritic spikes like those observed in DIV1 neurons (Fig. 5.9). DIV2
neurons had large growth cones and numerous dendritic bridges within it. The dendrites of DIV
3-5 neurons displayed a high density of dendritic bridges among all sister dendrites. Although the
dendrites of DIV 6-10 neurons appeared to be more mature, several dendritic bridges can still be
seen along the length of the dendrites.

5.3 Discussion
Neuro-2A cells have been demonstrated to be an excellent model to study Pcdhs
expression during early cells development as well as when the cells become more mature. The
most important finding was that rat cortical neurons made dendritic bridges were Pcdh-g was
localized distally very similar finding were observed in neuro-2A cells transfected with gA3 FL.
This ability of neuro-2A cells make dendritic bridges between sister dendrites where gA3 FL was
localized at the points of interaction of dendritic bridges, may be used to investigate the remainder
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of ubiquitination defective Pcdhs mutants (described in the Chapter 2 and 3) and how they can
affect formation of the dendritic bridges and influence self-avoidance properties. Furthermore, the
gA3 FL D190-GFP mutant transfected into neuro-2A cells displayed extensive surface expression
and reduced intracellular puncta as was observed in HEK cells. Because gA3 FL D190-GFP
showed similar phenotype in neuro-2A cells it could be assumed that other key mutants like
pseudophosphorylated Pcdh gA3 FL SSEE and ubiquitination defective gA3 FL T756A S754A can
behave in similar manner on neuro-2A cells and be mostly expressed at the surface. It is predicted
that Pcdhs mutants that exhibit defective ubiquitination can promote abnormal differentiation of
the dendrites and failure of dendritic bridges in neuro-2A cells and primary neurons.
To examine the importance of the dendritic bridges during early differentiation of the
neuro-2A cells, transfected cells that expressed gA3 FL for 24 hours were split and incubated for
6 or 12 hours. Pcdh gA3 FL was clearly visible at dendritic spikes at 6 hours in the neuro-2A cells.
The same dendritic spikes were seen in the SEM micrographs of DIV1 primary rat cortex
neurons. This data suggest that Pcdhs play a crucial role during the early stages of the
differentiation of neuronal like cells and dendrite outgrowth from the dendritic spikes originated
form the cell soma. Where Pcdhs primary role is to maintain a self-avoiding behavior of the
dendritic spines and subsequently dendrites via dendritic bridges. This idea supported by the
finding in 12 hours neuro-2A cells, where mature cells expressed Pcdhs at more developed
dendritic spike mostly in the distal ends or points of their interactions.
A similar but probably not of the same origins hair like structures were found in the HEK
cells transfected with gA3 stub D171-GFP or gA3 stub D164 ARA å S/T748A (see Fig. 2.10 and
Fig 3.4 E). The ability of the Pcdh localize at the dendritic spikes early in the differentiation in
neuro-2A cells and the ability of ubiquitination defective mutants to promote formation of the
filopodia like structures in HEK cells might suggest that Pcdhs can interact with cytoskeleton
tubules and can promote cytoskeleton remodeling. It will be a suitable explanation of the Pcdhs
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self-avoidance behavior via dendritic bridges. In neurons filopodia like structures or dendritic
bridges which were found before to be highly dynamic and having a lifespan between minutes
and hours118. It was observed that Pcdh-g was localized at the points of interaction of the dendritic
bridges. Those dendritic bridges must be very dynamic to be able to support active self-avoidable
in growing neuros. Thus, Pcdhs might interact with cytoskeleton within dendritic bridges where
matching Pcdhs become ubiquitinated to initiates endocytosis of Pcdhs other adhesive molecules
to recruit self-avoidance of the interfacing membrane within one neuron.
Fluorescent bromophenol blue stanning technique was a critical discovery which helped
to visualize even the tiniest cells appendages in neuro-2A cells and primary neurons. By
combining a novel bromophenol blue staining technique with a high resolution confocal and
SEM/TEM microscopy in conjunction with successful primary neurons transfection with
ubiquitination defective Pcdhs mutants, we could better understand the morphology of the
dendritic bridges and their importance of Pcdhs self-avoidance properties.
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Chapter 6 Concluding remarks
T. Maniatis, first identified novel human cadherin-like genes37 and year after Pcdhs family
including ~58 homologs were identified in a mouse model36. While the Pcdhs proteins are
structurally very similar to classic cadherins, but their functions are more complicated and include:
adhesion, dendrite self-avoidance, and synaptic function and maturation, and forming a “neural
code”

38 32

. Molecular diversity of Pcdhs is determined by stochastic choice of promoters and99.

By an epigenetically regulated mechanism39, each neuron expresses a different variant of the
Pcdh isoforms confer a unique identifier on each neuron which make Pcdhs are excellent
candidates for the construction of neural codes. Individual neurons are believed to use Pcdhs as
molecular identity codes to distinguish themselves from non-self-entities 38,100,113.
Additionally, the expression of Pcdh is crucial for the development of the nervous system
in vertebrates. The mice lacking gamma cluster Pcdh-gs die within 12 hours of birth33 and their
spinal cord31 experiences widespread synaptic loss along with extensive apoptosis.

33

In

hippocampal and cortical neurons missing Pcdh-gs there is a defect in dendritic arborization. 28,40
Deletion of Pcdh-b and Pcdh-g clusters together results in more severe abnormalities in neurons.
41

Deletion of Pcdh-as does not result in death, however it results in impaired short-term memory,

impaired visual acuity, impaired hemispheric cortico-cortical pathways, abnormal serotonergic
axon arborizations, and abnormal retinogeniculate axon extension23, 24 35. Moreover, conditional
knockouts are responsible for increased apoptosis in retinal cells, the synaptic connectivity of
which is not impaired, in contrast to spinal cord neurons.36
An important question remains how homophilic adhesions of Pcdh are converted into
membrane self-avoidance. It has been suggested that expressed Pcdh isoforms form repertoires
of dimers on the cell membrane in response to promiscuous cis-interactions55,115,121,122. Upon
contacting opposite membrane within one neuron expressing the same Pcdhs combinations,
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these cis-dimer repertoires form a large zipper lattice in response to homophilic transinteractions115,123. Through these interactions, the Pcdhs are capable of mediating specific cellcell adhesion

37,115

. Clustered Pcdhs as well as their non-clustered counterparts may influence

cell adhesion via homophilic trans-interactions 124. Thus, clustered, and non-clustered Pcdhs may
play a cooperative role in brain development. Based on their prominent expression in the nervous
system, the clustered Pcdh proteins function in many processes during the development of the
brain and are thought to be implicated in the establishment of neuronal connectivity leading to the
adult brain27,30,31,33,38,125.
Furthermore, genetic studies have demonstrated that Pcdh genes are central to
neurodevelopment and neurite morphogenesis in the brain. It is possible that mutations or
dysregulation in Pcdh genes may contribute to complex brain disorders given their various roles
in neural circuit formation. A number of studies have reported the presence of mutations in Pcdh
genes in Bipolar Disorders126
Disorders128–130

127

127

, Autism Spectrum Disorders12–16

, Schizophrenia126

131

127

, Alzheimer's disease

127

, Major Depressive

127

132

and several

neurodevelopmental disorders that are cognitively impaired127.
Trafficking studies In neurons showed that Pcdh-gs locates mostly intracellularly and with
a high degree at synapses rather than in a surface like classical cadherins48

47

. Where it was

found that Pcdh-gs likely to be important for the synaptic maturation 32. Molecular studies reviled
that variable cytoplasmic domain within Pcdh-g mediates intracellular trafficking and homophilic
interactions via cytoplasmic domain133

54

. Also, variable cytoplasmic domain was found to be

necessary for the for formation of multivesicular bodies with tubulation while trafficked utilizing
endosomal pathway52.
However, it has been shown that within 24-48 hours of transient expression of gA3 in HEK
or Hela cells, most of the gA3 is localized in intracellular compartments with a high degree of
ubiquitination. Nevertheless, with a stable expression, ubiquitination has picked at 48 hours and
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gradually dropped by 144 hours, where phosphorylation gradually increased and promote gA3
accumulation entirely at the cell surface. In addition, it was found previously that not only Pcdhs
can interact with one another via variable cytoplasm domain 54, where pseudophosphorylated gA3
stub SSEE mutant stabilized by negative charges was able to redirect gA3 FL trafficking to the
cell surface into the junctions.
Where Pcdhs non-canonical ubiquitination was depended on serine and threonine
residues located in a variable cytoplasmic domain. Finally, it has been found that removing most
of the variable cytoplasmic domain made Pcdh accumulated on the cell surface or be incorporated
into junctions between adjacent cells with a small degree of localization within intracellular
compartments in HEK 293, Hela and neuro-2A cells.
While it is difficult to predict how transfection of a single defective Pcdhs mutant will affect
all other Pcdhs isoforms in neurons, and how neurons phenotypes would change. Where if Pcdhs
phosphorylation and ubiquitination processes are impaired for all Pcdhs isoforms it would most
likely lead to abnormal synaptogenesis and abnormal dendrite arborization.
The theory, where neurons with impaired ubiquitination or hyperphosphorylated Pcdhs
mutants would accumulate and redirect other Pcdhs isoforms onto the neurons surface in a similar
manner to those in HEK and neuro-2A cells. Therefore, during neural development, in neurons
defective Pcdhs would interfere with a normal function of dendritic bridges which would obstruct
self-avoidance of sister dendrites within the same neurons and exhibit similar phenotypes of
dendrites collapsing as when the Pcdh-g cluster was knocked out in neurons and all dinitrates
have crumpled. But in post neural development ubiquitination impaired or hyperphosphorylated
Pcdhs mutants might promote premature maturation of the synapses as a result increased
number of synaptic connections, one of the characteristics of autism, or be the cause of abnormal
synaptogenesis. Consequently, not only Pcdhs phosphorylation, but also the ability to be
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ubiquitinated and properly endocytosed and transported to the endosomal and recycling
endosomes can be important for the maturity of synapse and self-avoidance properties.
Extensive study analysis of Pcdh-g protein sequences reviled that variable cytoplasmic
domain making a loop at the conserved GSRKSHLIF site which can be phosphorylated at its tip,
to suppress ubiquitination of the upstream serine and threonine residues to inhibit endosomal
trafficking but promote surface expression in HEK cells. Where study of neuro-2A cells and
primary rat cortical neurons using a novel bromophenol blue staining showed that Pcdh-gs were
localized in dendritic spikes of undifferentiated cells and promote dendrite self-avoidance via
dendritic bridges.
On the basis of previous discoveries and current research, a final self-avoidance model is
proposed which suggests that, when two membranes expressing matching Pcdh interact, a signal
is set off to promote ubiquitination. Ubiquitination of Pcdhs promotes endocytosis and
internalization of the Pcdhs bundle as well as other adhesion molecules. Consequently, adjacent
membranes avoid interacting. Internalized complexes utilize endosomal trafficking where
complex is transferred to the multivesicular bodies and/or recycling endosomes or late
endosomes. These interior vesicles, containing both Pcdhs and other adhesion molecules, could
be destined for degradation in the lysosome. In essence, this may represent a mechanism by
which Pcdhs downregulate adhesion upon recognition of surface membranes. However, if Pcdhs
interaction happens in trans with other cell, where adhesion needs to be preserved, Pcdh can be
stabilized on the cell surface by phosphorylation at the conserved loop thus suppressing
ubiquitination and endocytosis (Fig.6.1).
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Figure 6.1. Model for Pcdh trafficking. Adhesion between adjacent membrane within one cell expressing the same
Pcdhs interacting in cis will trigger a ubiquitination of the Pcdhs and activate membrane curvature and endocytosis of
the Pcdhs and other adhesion molecules at the junction. Thus, by removing adhesion molecules adjacent membranes
will avoid interaction.
Internalized complex would be trafficked and navigated to the late or recycling endosome via Pcdhs ubiquitination and
other signals. Due to its association with the endosomal sorting complexes required for transport (ESCRT complex),
Pcdhs may be involuted into the interior vesicles of the multivesicular body. Pcdhs, as well as other adhesion
molecules, located inside these interior vesicles, could be destined for degradation in a lysosome or for secretion as
exosomes. It is believed that this is a mechanism through which Pcdhs downregulate adhesion following recognition
of the surface membrane. On the basis of the ultrastructure of Pcdh-containing organelles, Pcdhs may be sorted into
tubules that originate at the endosomes and could signify recycling to the cell surface. A list of potential intracellular
markers that could be used to examine whether or not PCDHs are recycled to the surface is provided. Among these
proteins is LC3, which is involved in tubulation, as well as WASH (a homologue of WASP and SCAR), which is involved
in sorting cargo to subdomains of the endosome. In addition to sorting cargo in endosomes, actin also plays a role.
Figure and figure legend was adapted and modified from reference Phillips 2017
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Chapter 7: Materials and Methods
Cell culturing
HEK 293, Hela and neuro-2A cell lines were grown in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Media
(DMEM) containing 10% fetal bovine serum,1% penicillin and streptomycin, and Plasmocin (#antmpp by InvivoGen). Cells were incubated at 37 °C and 5% CO2. Cells were maintained on the
dish until confluence and passaged every 3-4 days.
DNA constructs
Full length mouse Pcdh-gA3 and constructs derived from (Phillips, G. R. et al. 2003;

Fernan- dez-Monreal et al., 2009) and have been described previously. New gA3 stub constructs
generated in this thesis are shown in (Fig.7.1). Seven serial deletions from the C-terminus in the
gA3-stub backbone were generated by PCR and subcloning as described previously. Many of
the mutations and truncations were transplanted to the full-length gA3 molecule by PCR and
subcloning as described previously.
Mutagenesis
Point mutations within the gA3 stub and full length gA3 were generated using the Agilent
QuikChange Site Directed Mutagenesis Kit, (Agilent Technologies cat# 200519). For each point
or double mutations (Fig. 7.1) primers were designed using the QuikChange primer design tool
and purchased from Eurofins Genomics. Reactions were set up in 250 µl PCR tubes using the
Agilent Quikchange mutagenesis kit and the following protocol: 5 µl of 10X reaction buffer, 1 µl of
25 ng/µl DNA template (pEGFP-n1-Pcdh-gA3 stub or pEGFP-n1-Pcdh-gA3 full-length), 1.25 µl of
100 ng/µl of forward and 1.25 µl of 100 ng/µl reverse primers, 1µl of dNTPmix, 1.5 µl of Quick
Solution reagent, 38 µl of MilliQ water and 1 µl PfuTurbo DNA polymerase. The reaction was
cycled accordingly: 1) Denaturation 95 °C for 2 min, 2) Denaturation 95 °C for 20 sec; 3) Annealing
60 °C for 10 sec; 4) Extension 68 °C 1 minute/kb of plasmid length; 5) repeat steps 2-4 25 times;
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6) 68 °C for 5 min; 7) 4 °C for storage. Reactions then were treated with 2µl with Dpn I restriction
enzyme for at least 1 hour at 37 °C. 5 µl from the PCR reaction were added to competent cells in
1.5 ml tubes and placed on ice and incubated for 30 minutes. Cells were heat shocked at 42 °C
for 1 min and placed back on ice for 5 min. 500 µl of broth media was added, mixed and incubated
at 37 °C for 1 hour 20 minutes at constant rotation. Cells were plated on kanamycin plates. Plates
were incubated for 37 °C for 16-24 hours. Colonies were picked and grown in 5 ml LB media for
16-24 hours at 37 C 300rmp.
Mini prep:
The culture from a single colony was palled in a 1.5 mL microtubes and resuspended in
250µl Qiagen P1 resuspension solution (50mM Tris-HCl; 10mM EDTA, and 100μg/ml RNase A).
Then 250 μl Qiagen P2 lysis buffer (200mM NaOH and 1% SDS) was added to a tube and gently
inverted 10-20 times. 300μl of Qiagen P3 neutralization buffer (3M potassium acetate, pH 5.5)
was added to neutralize the mix, tube was gently inverted 10-15 times. The sample was
centrifuged at 13,000 X for 10 min and superannuated (liquid portion) was transfer to a Qiagen
purification tube, washed with 750 μl of the washing buffer, and DNA was eluted with 50 μl of the
MQ water. DNA concentration was measured using NanoDrop. All DNA mutations were confirmed
by sequencing DNA plasmids using eurofins Genomics.
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Figure 7.1. Schematic representation of the mutant constructs of gA3-stub-GFP. This is a schematic
representation of all constructs that were made by PCR and subcloning where point mutations were made using
Quikchange mutagenesis kits. gA3 3KR, D135, D152, D164, D171 and, D183 were used to identify which lysine/s are
important for the ubiquitination. Serine to alanine/glutamate point mutations were used to identify phosphorylation
site/s. Commonly, ubiquitination is under control of phosphorylation events of the adjacent serine/threonine amino
acids, so it is important to find phosphorylation and ubiquitination sites. D164 constructs with serine/threonine
mutants were made. Lysines K783, K 797 and K761 were changed to arginine to eliminate the ubiquitination process,
to analyze trafficking patterns of mutant constructs during the pseudophosphorylation state (serines changed to
glutamate mimic the negative charge of phosphorylation) when ubiquitination is blocked.

IP of the gA3-pcdh-GFP constructs and probing it with Ub antibodies

Cell line transfection:
Seeded HEK-293 cells were grown for 24 hours and then transfected with different gA3Pcdh-GFP constructs using Lipofectamine 2000, following the manufacture’s protocol. For some
experiments CaCl2 phosphate precipitation technique was used, as it led to the higher level of
transfection then lipofectamine transfection when a higher concentration of cell was study. Cells
were seeded onto 35x10 mm culture dish grown for 24 hours and transfected using CaCl2
precipitation. 3 μg of DNA plasmid were mixed with 12μl of CaCl2 and fill up to 100μl with MQ
water. DNA mix was precipitated in 100μl HBS buffer by adding very small droplets in 1.5 ml tube
and flicking the 1.5 ml microtube to mix after each drop. New mix was added to confluence cells
by droplets without mixing the media and placed gently back to the incubator for 24 hours.
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Immunoprecipitation and western blot:
For the Immunoprecipitation cells were seeded on 65x16 mm culture dish for 24. Cells
were transfected with 6 μg of DNA using different gA3-pcdh-GFP constructs using Lipofectamine
2000, following manufacture’s protocol. 24 hours post-transfection, cells were chilled for 10 min
on ice and were washed 3 times on ice with ice cold 1XPBS for 30 seconds. Washed cells were
lysed with 1.2 mL ice cold RIPA buffer (10 ml of RIPA buffer; 1X Triton, 0.5% Sodium
Deoxycloride, 150 nm NaCl, 0.1x SDS, 50mM tris buffer pH7.7, 2mM EDTA, 0.635g NEM (NEthylmaleimide #SLCK0621 by SIGMA-ALDRICH), one tablet of protease inhibitor (protease
inhibitor cocktail tablets, cOmplete Mini, ref 11836153001 by Roche) on ice for 20 min with
agitation. Lysate was transferred into ice cold 1.5 ml microtubes and centrifuged at 12,000xg for
10 minutes at 4C. Superannuated was transferred to the new tube with 20μl of Anti-GFP mAbagarose monoclonal antibodies (MBL CodeNo. D153-4; Clone RQ2; Subclass- Rat IgG2a). Mix
was incubating for 2 hours at 10C° at constant rotation. Beads were washes 3 times with ice cold
RIPA buffer and frozen at -80 for the future use.

Immunoprecipitation of the surface expressed gA3-stubs proteins:
gA3-stub-GFP constructs have a Flag tag from the N-terminus, thus can be precipitated
from the cell surface. Mouse Anti-Flag M2 antibodies (monoclonal ANTI-FLAG M2 antibodies
produced in mouse # F1804-200UG by SIGMA) were used for the surface IP. For the
Immunoprecipitation cells were seeded on 60 mm culture dish for 24. Cells were transfected with
6 μg of DNA of different gA3-VCD-GFP constructs using Lipofectamine 2000, following
manufacture’s protocol. 24 hours post-transfection, live cells were gently washed 1 time on ice
with ice cold 1XPBS for 1 min with ice cold 2ml of the complete culture media with primary Mouse
Anti-Flag M2 antibodies at dilution 1:500. Cells were incubated on ice for 20 min. Then cells were
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washed two times with ice cold complete media for 30 seconds and one time with 1x PBS for 1
min. All washes were very gentle. Cells were immediately lysed with 600 μL of the RIPA buffer
(10 ml of RIPA buffer; 1X Triton, 0.5% Sodium Deoxycloride, 150 nm NaCl, 0.1x SDS, 50mM tris
buffer pH7.7, 2mM EDTA, 0.635g NEM (N-Ethylmaleimide #SLCK0621 by SIGMA-ALDRICH),
one tablet of protease inhibitor (protease inhibitor cocktail tablets, cOmplete Mini, ref
11836153001 by Roche) on ice for 20 min with agitation. Lysate was transferred into ice cold 1.5
ml microtubes and centrifuged at 12,000xg for 10 minutes at 4C°. Supernatant was transferred to
a new tube with ice cold 20μl of Pierce protein A/G Plus agarose antibodies (#20423 by Thermo
Scientific). Mix was incubating for 2 hours at 10C° at constant rotation. Beads were washes 3
times with ice cold RIPA buffer and freeze at -70 for the further needs.

Western blot:
Immunoprecipitated

gA3-pcdh-GFP

constructs

were

probed

for

ubiquitination.

Immunoprecipitated gA3-Pcdh-GFP constructs with anti GFP agarose beads were washed 3
times with RIPA buffer. 20 μl of gA3-pcdh-GFP construct coupled with anti GFP agarose beads
were treated with 20 μl of the loading buffer 6x SDS and 8M urea (100nmTris pH6.8, 2% SDS,
5% betta-mercaptoethanol, 15% glycerol and 8M urea) samples were boiled at 92C° for 8
minutes. Samples were loaded run on a 1.5 mm homemade 10% SDS PAGE gel.
10% SDS PAGE gel was made as following. First, 10 ml of 10% Separating gel was made
as adding 4 ml MQ water, 2.5 ml of the 1.5M ph8.8 Tris buffer, 3.33 ml of 30%
acrylamide/bisacrylamide, 100μl of 10% SDS, 50 μl of 10% Ammonium persulfate in 15 ml tubes
then gently mix the solution and 15 μl of the TEMED were added to initiate solidification.
10% Separating gel solution was pouring between clean plates of the preinstall apparatus and a
layer of 100% EtOH was added on the top of the gel (promote acrylamide to interact with air) and
left for 20 min to polymerize. The top of the gel was extensively washed with MQ water.
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Second, 10 ml of 4% stacking gel was made as (6.1 ml MQ water, 2.5 ml of the 0.5M Ph
6.8 Tris buffer, 1.33 ml of 30% acrylamide/bisacrylamide, 100μl of 10% SDS, 50 μl of 10%
Ammonium persulfate and gently mixed, 15 μl of the TEMED also gently mixed.
Stocking gel was added on the top of the separating gel, and 1.5 mm combs were inserted.
After 20 min combs were removed. 35-40 μl of the boiled sampled were loaded and run on the
gel at 120 Volts. Proteins were transferred to the nylon transfer membrane (Immobilon-P REF#
IPH00010 by Millipore) at 20V and 01A for 10 hours. Membrane blots were blocked with 3% nonfat milk in 1% BSA and 0.1% Triton-100x for 30 min. Blocked blot was probed at 4C with agitation
overnight with primary antibodies against GFP (Rabbit polyclonal antibodies to GFP REF#ab290
by ABCAM) and anti-ubiquitin (Ubiquitin Monoclonal Antibody Ubi-1 REF#13-1600by Invitrogen)
simultaneously. Rabbit polyclonal anti-GFP antibodies were diluted at 1:4000 dilution in a blocking
solution. Anti-GFP antibodies were used to detect the total amount of the gA3 VCD-GFP
constructs being expressed. To detect ubiquitination, a mouse ubiquitin monoclonal antibody at
1:1000 dilution was added to the mix with anti GFP antibodies. Blot was stained with primary
antibodies over night at 4C°. Stained Blot was washed 3 times with a blocking solution for 15 min
and probed with 2 secondary antibodies simultaneously. IRDye 800CW Goat anti-rabbit (LI-COR,
1:4000 dilution) and IRDye 680RD Goat anti-Mouse (LI-COR, 1:4000 dilution) were incubated for
2 hours at room temperature. To visualize infrared antibodies, it was used LI-COR Odyssey
imaging system.
For the western blot quantification, a minimum of three different experiments were run and
analyzed using ImageJ. The amount of ubiquitin smear and its intensity was quantified in relation
to the total amount of GFP band at 55 kDa.

Confocal microscopy and quantification:
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HEK cells were seeded on 25 mm round coverslips and co-transfected with 2.5 μg of gA3
VCD-GFP constructs DNA plasmids and 2.5 μg of Ub-RFP plasmids as explained above. Cells
were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 10 mins, washed 3 times in 1xPBS for 5 min and mounted
on the microscope slide. Images were taken by Leica SP2 confocal microscope using a 63X oil
objective. ImageJ image analysis program were used for the quantitative analysis. At least 10
images were used to quantify the degree of colocalization of the GFP (green channel) signal from
gA3 VCD-GFP constructs and RFP (red channel) signal from Ub-RFP. Red and green channels
were threshold, to eliminate nonspecific pixels. The total area of the gA3 VCD-GFP puncta was
measured using the counter Nucleolus Counter plugin. This plugin was adapting to measure the
total area of GFP puncta. Tresholded red and green channels were merged and colocalized area
was measured in pixels. The area in pixels of colocalized puncta was divided by the total area of
gA3 VCD-GFP and multiplied by 100 to find the degree of colocalization. The final number in
percentage represents how much of ubiquitin-RFP is colocalized with gA3 VCD-GFP. Results was
analyzed by t-test p<0.001. The same approach was used to analyzed trafficking gA3 VCD-RFP
constructs and mutants to the early endosomes (Rab5-GFP), late endosomes (Rab7-GFP),
recycling endosomes (Rab11-GFP) and the rest of the mutants.

Pcdh three-dimensional structures reconstructions:
All proteins structure reconstructions were performed using online programs able to
predict 3D structure of the protein or sequences of the interest. DNA sequences of variable
cytoplasmic domain (VCD) of 12 Pchds -gA isoforms was evaluated by the web platform Phyre2
to predict and analyzed protein 3D structure. Phyre2 is a free protein modeling web platform using
homology detection method to build 3D structure models
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. Analyzing VCD’ DNA sequences

across 12 isoforms. After analysis the pdb files were process by ChimeraX. Protein 3D structure
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was predicted by the Alpha Fold powered by an Artificial Intelligence system developed my
DeepMind 80. PDBs files were downloaded, and final images were produced using ChimeraX135

Primary rat cortex neurons cultures
Before neurons culturing cover slips have been treated over-night in concentrated HCl.
Then cover slips were washed 3X MQ in distilled water for 15 min and stored in isopropanol for
the future use. Before neurons culturing cover slips were coated with Poly-L-lysine (RFC# P263625MG by SIGMA). Cover slips were washed 3x times with a sterile MQ water for 15 min. cover
slips than were dried in the rock. Cover slips were placed to the desired dished and were exposed
to the UV light for 15min. Solution of the Poly-L-lysine was prepared in the sterile Borate buffer
0.1 M. 300 µl of the Poly-L-lysine were placed on the cover slips slowly by drops. Cover slips were
incubated overnight in the sterile culture cabinet in the humid camber, not to let to dry cover slips.
Next day, cover slips were washed 3X times with a sterile MQ water, without cover slips drying at
any moment. Then cover slips were put in the neural media supplemented with 125 µl Gluta Max
1ml of B-27 (REF# A35828-01 10 mL by Gibco) for every 50 mL. Cover slips were incubated in
the media at 37C°, 5% CO2 for 6 hours and were ready for the primary neurons culturing. Cell
arrived in in the 2.5 mL tube with 1 mL volume of frozen neurons. Cell arrived in dry ice, then they
were quickly thaw in the water bath until all ice crystal dissolved but the tubes remined cold ~14C°. When started working with cell every surface was trite with warm media including tips. Cells
were transferred from 2.5 tube to the washed with warm media 15 ml tube. Then original 2.5 tube
was risen with 37C° media and very gently was transferred by drops to the 15 mL tube with volume
of 2 mL in total. Then another 2 mL of 37C° media was added to 15 mL tubes to make final
solution of 4 mL with a neuron concertation of the 25 000 cells per 100µl. Every 3 days half of the
media was charged with taking in account evaporation.
Immunostaining:
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Neurons were fixed in the 4% Paraformaldehyde in PBS. Fixed neurons were blocked in
3% bovine serum albumin in PBS. Blocking an incubation solution were include a 0.1% Triton X100. For Pcdh stanning the polyclonal anti-Pcdh-g constant cytoplasmic domain antibody,
generated as described (Phillips et al., 2003) were used. Secondary antibodies were goat
antirabbit Alexa Fluor 488.

Electron microscopy TEM neurons
Primary rat cortex neurons were isolated and cryopreserved in liquid nitrogen from day 18
rat embryos and ordered from Gibco by Life Technologies ref #A10840-01. Neurons were seeded
on poly-Lysine treated cover glass with neurobasal media supplemented with B-27(REF#
A35828-01 10 mL by Gibco) and Glut MAX for 1-10 days. Neurons were fixed in 2.5%
glutaraldehyde, washed three times with 1x PBS, and gradually dehydrated with EtOH starting
with 25% EtOh solution with 10% step up, 95%-100%. Then EtOH was replaced by HMDS
(hexamethyldisilazane) gradually to 100% HMDS. All HMDS was aspirated, and cells were dried
out for a few seconds. Samples were coated with 10 nm of gold-platinum monolayer and images
were obtained using SEM. DIV1 was shown to have many spikes, which become future dendrites.
DIV 2 neuron is an example of the dendrites with definitive growth cones, which have tiny dendritic
bridges. DIV 3 and 4 neurons are shown to have more mature dendrites with numerous dendritic
bridges, which were interacting with sister dendrites. It is important to notice how many dendritic
bridges that a neuron has. DIV 5-10 neurons have well developed and mature dendrites, some
with growth cones, but all neurons exhibited presence of dendritic bridges.
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